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Abstract 

Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a distinctive American civil rights movement that began in 

2012 following the killing of Treyvon Martin. Even though the not guilty verdict for George 

Zimmerman was the flashpoint that sparked a now decade-long social movement, the concerns 

of BLM are not exclusive to justice system failures. In addition to critiques of the criminal 

justice system, BLM is concerned with matters such as police brutality and removal of 

monuments that memorialize the Confederacy as well as colonial beneficiaries of slavery. The 

latter especially speaks to the claim that BLM is a social movement distinct from previous 

American civil rights movements such as the 19th-century abolitionist movement and the Civil 

Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s. BLM situates its ideology in the literature of Critical 

Race Theory (CRT). This distinguishing aspect of BLM—that it seeks to undercut the 

philosophical citadel of American liberalism rather than revive the promise of America’s 

Declaration of Independence—is what detaches it from the charge of America’s mid-20th 

century civil rights movement. Briefly, this might be exemplified by the fact that it was not just 

Confederate monuments that were coming down in the last couple of years. Instead, it was also 

these symbols of colonialism such as a monument to Christopher Columbus coming down in 

South Carolina and even vandalism of statues depicting America’s slave-owning founders. 

This thesis will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter of this project establishes 

the thesis that the distinguishing aspect of BLM is that its ideology critiques liberalism’s color-

blind ethic in a way that previous movements have not fully articulated. The second chapter 

presents the thesis that police lethal use of force procedures are regularly found to be confusing 

as both institutional actors (e.g., police department leadership, attorneys general) and the general 

public process police bodycam footage release. Institutional instability—that being confusing 
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procedures that lack standard application—generates consensus among the public that something 

needs to be done. Finally, the third chapter provides the thesis that Heritage Law strength—that 

is, the structure of laws institutionalizing the protection of historical monuments—is a significant 

determinant for the cadence of Confederate monument removal. This project’s investigation of 

the ideology of BLM, as well as two focal points for the movement (police use of force reform 

and Confederate monument removal), will distinguish BLM from previous emancipatory, civil 

rights movements in American history, particularly the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 

60s.  
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Introduction 

Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a distinctive American civil rights movement that began in 

2012 following the killing of Treyvon Martin. Even though the not guilty verdict for George 

Zimmerman was the flashpoint that sparked a now decade-long social movement, the concerns 

of BLM are not exclusive to justice system failures. In addition to critiques of the criminal 

justice system, BLM is concerned with matters such as police brutality and removal of 

monuments that memorialize the Confederacy, including monuments to the colonial 

beneficiaries of slavery. The latter example speaks to the claim that BLM is a social movement 

distinct from previous American civil rights movements, in particular the civil rights movement 

of the 1950s and 60s. BLM situates its ideology in the literature of Critical Race Theory (CRT). 

CRT, existing in the critical tradition, embraces the general ethic of self-awareness and “a self-

conscious[ness] [in] relation to the society around it.”1 In the case of BLM’s ideology, this 

means prompting self-awareness regarding the gap between liberalism in theory and liberalism in 

practice. The distinguishing aspect of BLM—that it seeks to undercut the philosophical citadel of 

American liberalism rather than revive the promise of America’s Declaration of Independence—

is what detaches it from the charge of America’s mid-20th century civil rights movement. Briefly, 

this might be exemplified by the fact that it was not just Confederate monuments that were 

coming down in the tumultuous months following George Floyd’s murder. Instead, it included 

symbols of colonialism such as a monument to Christopher Columbus coming down in South 

Carolina.2 It also included vandalism of statues depicting America’s slave-owning founders.3 

 
1 James Gordon Finlayson, “Political, Moral, and Critical Theory: On the Practical Philosophy of the Frankfurt 

School,” In The Oxford Handbook of Continental Philosophy, 630, 2007. 
2 Bristow Marchant, “Christopher Columbus statue in Columbia removed, mayor cites fear of vandalism,” The State, 

June 12, 2020, https://www.thestate.com/news/local/article243485776.html. 
3 Annie Gowan, “As statues of Founding Fathers topple, debate rages over where protesters should draw the line,” 

The Washington Post, July 7, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/as-statues-of-founding-fathers-
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This research will present BLM in this light—that, through examples such as police 

accountability protests and efforts to remove symbols celebrating America’s disingenuous 

promise (i.e., monuments to Confederate and colonial figures), BLM encourages a critical self-

awareness of the gap between the promise of liberalism and its practice. 

The relevance and importance of this topic can be located in the far-reaching impact of 

BLM since 2012, but especially since George Floyd’s murder in 2020. Its impact was not 

exclusive to politics. It extended into socio-cultural concerns and economic matters as well. 

Critics of the movement might boil it down to just the Defund the Police mantra heard during the 

many protests. Even though many municipalities have, in part, embraced this call through 

significant reallocations of resources and obligations away from police and to other social 

service providers, BLM has influenced the social and cultural fabric of America as well. 

Corporations have drastically reengineered marketing campaigns to remove stereotypical images 

of blacks and establish a more socially conscious approach to bringing their goods and services 

to market. On the economic front, cities such as Asheville, North Carolina have instituted 

reparation schemes to acknowledge the generational impact felt by descendants of slaves.4 In 

addition to these changes, the most visually apparent relevance were the hundreds of thousands 

of people in the streets following George Floyd’s murder. Before this, individual instances of 

unarmed black men killed by police had received attention beyond their individual communities 

(e.g., Eric Garner’s 2014 death by police chokehold in New York City). However, George 

Floyd’s murder sparked a much larger response that prompted institutions, both political and 

social, to make significant changes.  

 
topple-debate-rages-over-where-protesters-should-draw-the-line/2020/07/07/5de7c956-bfb7-11ea-b4f6-

cb39cd8940fb_story.html 
4 Neil Vigdor, “North Carolina City Approves Reparations for Black Residents,” The New York Times, July 16, 

2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/16/us/reparations-asheville-nc.html 
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BLM finds itself in the midst of two other schools of thought regarding racism in 

America. One school, exemplified by the thinking of Thomas Sowell and the All Lives Matter 

(ALM) movement, might best be described as the black conservatism school. The other school, 

represented by Malcolm X during the American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s as 

well as the Not Fucking Around Coalition (NFAC) during the BLM era, could be categorized as 

the black nationalism school. BLM finds itself somewhere in the middle, certainly rejecting 

many premises of the black conservatism school and largely rejecting the supremacism of the 

black nationalism school. Instead, BLM seeks to highlight entrenched institutional obstacles to 

black social, political, and economic equity. How might those institutional obstacles be 

overcome? The monument removals and vandalism seem to suggest a tear-it-down ethic. 

However, reform of corporate marketing on the socio-cultural front, police reform measures on 

the political front, and reparation schemes on the economic front all suggest that incremental 

institutional reform and reimagining, instead of outright destruction is the most likely course of 

action as BLM moves forward.  

To briefly cover these contrasting schools of thought, it seems apt to identify the 

philosophical object of concern for each school. Black conservatism might be captured by recent 

comments made by Thomas Sowell on the matter of systemic racism. In a 2020 interview Sowell 

claimed that systemic racism “really has no meaning that can be specified and tested in the way 

that one tests hypotheses.”5 This concern from Sowell harkens back to Dr. Martin Luther King 

Jr.’s (MLK) charge that people should “not be judged by the color of their skin but by the 

content of their character.”6 Former Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secretary and 

 
5 Charles Creitz, “Thomas Sowell says concept of systemic racism ‘has no meaning,’ warns US could reach ‘point 

of no return,’” Fox News, July 12, 2020, https://www.foxnews.com/media/thomas-sowell-systemic-racism-has-no-

meaning 
6 Martin Luther King Jr., “‘I Have A Dream’ Speech,” NPR, August 28, 1963,  
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2016 presidential candidate Ben Carson said, when questioned about BLM, that “all lives 

matter…[BLM] is so typical of political correctness in our country…we have to stop submitting 

to those who want to divide us into all these special interest groups and start thinking about what 

works for everybody.”7 Black conservatism’s ethic, or object of philosophical concern, is color-

blindness. As Michael C. Dawson put it, “political and social equality are considered to be at 

least secondary concerns [for black conservatism], since the path to moral inclusion and full 

citizenship must be in their view based on black economic self-sufficiency.”8 In contrast, BLM 

does take those matters of equality as primary concerns and rejects color-blindness for color-

consciousness.  

On the other hand, for the black nationalism school of thought, the object of concern is 

quite different than it is for black conservatism. Here, the reality of oppression—in the case of 

America, white supremacist oppression—must be acknowledged. Once this step has been made, 

nationalism is used as a tool to overcome the oppressors in a way that establishes a new nation 

that frontloads the interests of blacks. Keally McBride sums this scheme up by saying, 

“nationalism [is] a tool for creating the collective that can disrupt the [supremacist] powers.”9 

Recently, this can be seen in a faction of BLM called the Not Fucking Around Coalition (NFAC) 

which set off violent protests in Louisville, Kentucky in July of 2020 following Breonna 

Taylor’s killing.10 Their founder, John Fitzgerald Johnson, claims that “his group emerged as a 

 
https://www.npr.org/2010/01/18/122701268/i-have-a-dream-speech-in-its-entirety 
7 David Sherfinski, “Ben Carson: ‘Of course all lives matter — and all lives includes black lives,’” The Washington 

Times, October 15, 2015, https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/oct/15/ben-carson-course-all-lives-matter-

and-all-lives-i/ 
8 Michael C. Dawson, “The Black Public Sphere and Black Civil Society,” In The Oxford Handbook of African 

American Citizenship, 1865-Present, 379-380, 2012. 
9 Keally McBride, “Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth,” In The Oxford Handbook of Classics in 

Contemporary Political Theory, 5, 2017. 
10 Sarah Ladd, “Police: 3 Black militia members injured in negligent gun discharge, may result in charges,” 

Louisville Courier Journal, July 26, 2020, https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/local/2020/07/26/nfac-

shooting-louisville-being-investigated-negligent-shooting/5514492002/ 
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response to enduring racial inequality and police brutality.”11 However, just like BLM has 

tactical factions such as NFAC, it also has philosophical factions. BLM, as the first chapter will 

illuminate, rather than being a black nationalist movement, could be more appropriately 

characterized as a social critique of liberalism in general. Rather than reviving the promise of 

America’s Declaration of Independence—something MLK sought to do—BLM would like to 

critique that promise and rebuild it from a structural perspective that is not intended to 

exclusively benefit the black community.  

This research project will be divided into three chapters. The first chapter of this project 

establishes the thesis that the distinguishing aspect of BLM is that its ideology critiques 

liberalism’s color-blind ethic in a way that previous movements have not fully articulated. 

BLM’s liberal critique is illuminated in the literature of CRT. This chapter goes on to open the 

literature of liberalism, CRT’s critique of liberalism, and a comparison of tactics between the 

American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s and BLM. With regard to liberalism, 

three of its central tenets—freedom/equality, recognition, and universal reason—are presented in 

order to set the stage for CRT’s critique. This critique takes on liberal thinkers such as John 

Locke and John Stuart Mill and contrasts them with thinkers from the field of critical theory such 

as Herbert Marcuse, Richard Delgado, and Charles Mills. Generally, what the the critique 

encourages is what Charles Mills calls an Occupy Liberalism ideological movement where 

concepts such as domination can be integrated within a liberal framework which celebrates its 

emancipatory power.12 In addition to this debate between CRT and liberalism, the chapter 

 
11 Nicole Chavez, Ryan Young and Angela Barajas, “An all-Black group is arming itself and demanding change. 

They are the NFAC,” CNN, October 25, 2020, https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/25/us/nfac-black-armed-

group/index.html 
12 Charles W. Mills, Black Rights/White Wrongs: The Critique of Racial Liberalism, New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2017, 4. 
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considers what makes BLM different from the 1950s/60s American Civil Rights movement. In 

particular, the social movement tactics of both are examined. In broad strokes, the 1950s/60s 

American Civil Rights movement, through tactics such as lunch counter sit-ins, sought to garner 

sympathy and revive the promise of America’s Declaration of Independence, something 

Abraham Lincoln called for and why MLK summoned his thinking so often. On the other hand, 

BLM relies on more in-your-face tactics such as Black Brunch. BLM seeks the radical 

restructuring of institutions in order to illuminate that, despite measures of law that seek equity, 

there is still something missing when it comes to the fight for equality. Finally, the chapter 

concludes that the ideology of BLM is inextricably linked to CRT’s critique of liberalism. The 

American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s sought a revival of America’s founding 

principles through non-violent social action in order to leverage the white majority into a realm 

of empathy toward black subjugation. On the other hand, BLM seeks to account for the 

institutional and systemic racism that has survived the supposed legal victories for black 

individuals as a result of the American Civil Rights movement. CRT claims that this should be 

conceptualized as a critique of the liberalism that sparked America’s founding: the promise of 

natural freedom and equality, the desire for individual recognition, and the belief in a reason that 

could be universally shared. These ideals are not enjoyed by all and BLM spotlights that 

disparity. The assumption of the American Civil Rights movement—that black oppression could 

be removed through sympathy and proper reason—is not assumed by BLM. Rather, BLM wants 

to take on the promises of liberalism in a much more fundamental way by redefining its promise. 

The second chapter presents the thesis that police lethal use of force procedures are 

regularly found to be confusing as both institutional actors (e.g., police department leadership, 

attorneys general) and the general public process police bodycam footage release. Institutional 
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instability–that being confusing procedures that lack standard application–generates consensus 

among the public that something needs to be done. Public consensus–that is, agreement outside 

the bounds of institutions–has seemed to produce institutional consensus, in particular the 

decision to promptly release bodycam footage from a fatal encounter. Generally, the thesis is that 

instances of confusing use of force procedures within the policing institution have a positive 

effect on public consensus. In order to present a comprehensive discussion regarding this claim, 

the chapter takes a look at literature on police use of force, instability, and consensus. Through 

studies of three cases of police lethal use of force in Utah, the BLM protests that followed, and 

the timeline regarding release of bodycam footage, the chapter concludes that there is meaningful 

interplay between institutional process breakdown, the social movements that follow, and the 

institutional consensus that comes about in the shadow of public concern. In two of these cases 

where lethal police use of force procedures were confusing and indiscriminately applied, protests 

followed which called for transparency surrounding the details of these fatal encounters with 

police. This prompted institutional actors, particularly local police departments and the district 

attorney to release police bodycam footage quickly. In one case, low levels of public consensus, 

evident in the lack of protests following a confusing instance of police lethal use of force, 

resulted in a lack of institutional consensus, particularly when it came to the decision to release 

bodycam footage. In all three of these cases, there was confusion among both the public and the 

district attorney regarding why less-than-lethal measures like TASERs were deployed 

simultaneously with lethal force. This tendency for lethal and less-than-lethal methods to be used 

simultaneously represents an institutional process breakdown. Although some of the training 

recommendations presented by the district attorney in these cases have been implemented by 

police departments, the changes regarding matters of law have received less attention. It is clear 
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from the state chokehold ban, passed in Utah in June of 2020, that a great degree of public 

consensus is needed to move the needle on levels of state-wide institutional consensus. However, 

public consensus, even on a small scale, matters in terms of producing institutional change. 

Specifically, the presence of protests following a confusing instance of lethal police use of force 

has a positive impact on the timely release of bodycam footage. This same public consensus, 

however, does not account for much change when it comes to more impactful institutional 

consensus, such as officers being criminally charged, or police reform measures being passed at 

the state-level. For this kind of institutional change to trigger, levels of public consensus must be 

immense as is evident in the protests following George Floyd’s death and the subsequent police 

reform measures that occurred at state and local levels. 

Finally, the third chapter provides the thesis that Heritage Law strength—that is, the 

structure of laws institutionalizing the protection of historical monuments in law—is a significant 

determinant for the cadence of Confederate monument removal. The chapter utilizes Confederate 

monument history and critical juncture theory literature to set the stage for a discussion of two 

cases study states: North Carolina (NC) and South Carolina (SC), their institutional arrangements 

regarding Heritage Laws, and their experience with removal/relocation following George 

Floyd’s murder. Generally speaking, NC has an executive-driven Heritage Law while SC has a 

legislative-driven one. The paper establishes a weak versus strong Heritage Law dichotomy 

wherein executive-driven Heritage Laws are characterized as weak and legislative-driven 

Heritage Laws are characterized as strong. The chapter concludes with some stark outcomes 

between the two case study states. In NC, as of October 15th, 2020 18 monuments to the 
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Confederacy have been removed or relocated.13 When taking into account the Raleigh case of 

June 2020 where 3 monuments came down immediately following a day of violence,14 it became 

apparent that the unilateral agency exercised by NC’s governor (prompted by the contingent 

nature of social unrest) contributed to this rapid outcome. In this case, the conclusion is that the 

contingent nature of social unrest in the context of a weak Heritage Law allowed for unilateral 

action by the governor and produced a greater number of Confederate monument removals. In 

the SC case, there were no Confederate monuments removed or relocated in 2020 as of October 

15, 2020.15 When weighing this absence against the hypothesis, it seems that both agency and 

contingency as well as the impact of weak institutions were not contributing factors. In fact, the 

opposite seems to be true, especially when evaluating the institutional integrity of their Heritage 

Law. Unlike NC’s law which allows for unilateral action, SC’s law requires a high bar of 

legislative approval where two-thirds of both houses of SC’s General Assembly must approve 

monument removals. The conclusion in this case is that the character of SC’s Heritage Law is 

strong due to this immense legislative obstacle. Therefore, strong Heritage Laws result in lower 

numbers of Confederate monuments beings removed. Laying these findings against the backdrop 

of critical juncture theory produces some interesting insights. The nature of critical junctures, 

particularly when it comes to the issue of Confederate monument removal, seems to rely upon 

the agency exacted by powerful actors. These actors are sometimes able to justify their actions 

by explaining the contingent nature of a flashpoint (e.g., public safety concerns). Deciding 

 
13 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder,” 

Southern Poverty Law Center, October 15, 2020, https://www.splcenter.org/presscenter/splcs-whose-heritage-

reports-over-100-confederate-symbols-removed-george-floyds-murder. 
14 Josh Chapin, “Demonstrators topple 2 statues from Confederate monument outside NC Capitol building,” ABC 

11, June 20, 2020, https://abc11.com/6256848/. Virginia Bridges and Josh Shaffer, “To cheers and music, workers 

dismantling 75-foot Confederate monument at NC Capitol,” The News & Observer, June 21, 2020, 

https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/article243693472.html. 
15 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.” 
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whether 2020 constituted a critical juncture for NC—a state where 18 Confederate monuments 

were removed in a matter of months—requires a look at the conditions that allowed for such a 

rapid change.16 Agency, contingency, and weak institutions are all building blocks of critical 

junctures. In this case, the stability of NC’s Confederate monument protection can be quantified. 

Nearly three-quarters of the Confederate monuments that were removed or relocated in NC since 

1868 came down in 2020.17 Due to this outcome, it seems fair to characterize NC’s experience in 

2020 with Confederate monument removal as a critical juncture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.” 
17 “Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy,” Southern Poverty Law Center, February 1, 2019, 

https://www.splcenter.org/20190201/whose-heritage-public-symbols-confederacy. 
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Chapter I   

The Ideology of Black Lives Matter (BLM):  

Critical Race Theory’s Critique of Liberalism in the Shadow of America’s Civil Rights 

Movement 

On June 6, 2020, 500,000 people across the United States rallied for greater police 

accountability.18 They showed up for many reasons, but the death of George Floyd stirred 

something inside of them that made the summer of 2020 catalytic. Reverend Al Sharpton 

captured the spirit of these reasons in Floyd’s memorial:  

What happened to Floyd happens every day in this country, in education, in health 

services, and in every area of American life, it’s time for us to stand up in George’s name 

and say…get your knee off our necks.19 

Less than 2 weeks prior to the memorial, Floyd, an unarmed black man, died by 

cardiopulmonary arrest as a Minneapolis police officer knelt on his neck for 8 minutes and 

46 seconds. He pleaded with the officer 16 times, “I can’t breathe.”20 Ten months later, that 

police officer faced a jury in a murder trial. Despite the murder conviction resulting from the 

trial,21 activists from the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement did not see the verdict as a cause 

for “parade;” rather, they saw it as a singular, although meaningful, event in a larger 

“revolution.”22 The social justice activism evident following Floyd’s murder certainly does not 

mark its distinction as a movement. America has a long history of activism that has at its heart, 

 
18 Larry Buchanan, Quoctrung Bui, and Jugal K. Patel, “Black Lives Matter May Be the Largest Movement in U.S. 

History,” The New York Times, July 3, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/03/us/george-floyd-

protests-crowd-size.html 
19 Al Sharpton, “George Floyd’s Memorial Service Eulogy,” https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/reverend-al-

sharpton-eulogy-transcript-at-george-floyd-memorial-service 
20 State of Minnesota vs. Derek Michael Chauvin, “Criminal Complaint.” District Court 4th Judicial District, 

https://www.hennepinattorney.org/-/media/Attorney/Derek-Chauvin-Criminal-

Complaint.pdf?la=en&hash=1E453C8A0834E00805D32DA7132616A1D28F7AD5 
21 State of Minnesota vs. Derek Michael Chauvin, “Verdict - Count 1,” District Court 4th Judicial District, April 20, 

2021, https://www.mncourts.gov/mncourtsgov/media/High-Profile-Cases/27-CR-20-12646/Verdict104212021.pdf 
22 Trevor Hughes, “‘No justice, no streets;’ Still grieving, Minneapolis residents wonder how city will move forward 

after Derek Chauvin trial,” USA Today, April 4, 2021, 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2021/04/04/derek-chauvin-trial-minneapolis-reckons-george-floyds-

death/4848181001/ 
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the charge of eradicating racism (e.g., the abolitionist movement of the 19th-century and the 

American Civil Rights movement of the mid-20th century). The distinguishing aspect of BLM is 

that its ideology critiques liberalism’s color-blind ethic in a way that previous movements have 

not fully articulated. BLM’s liberal critique is illuminated in the literature of Critical Race 

Theory (CRT). While in a Birmingham jail cell during America’s mid-20th century civil rights 

movement, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) wrote that, “privileged groups seldom give up 

their privileges voluntarily.”23 The same reluctance seems to apply to ideologies, including what 

Francis Fukuyama called the “broad acceptance of liberalism.”24 In the case of this research, 

BLM’s ideology, inspired by CRT, takes aim at American liberalism and its institutions. To be 

clear, imagining an upheaval of American liberalism and a rewriting of the founding principles is 

certainly out of reach for BLM as other American emancipatory movements have realized. Yet, 

the critical lens BLM applies to both liberalism and the American founding principles 

convincingly highlights their inherent irony.  

 Prior to exploring the tenets of liberalism and CRT’s critique of those cherished tenets, 

some basic terms need to be clarified. First, BLM is an American social movement sparked by 

the killing of Trayvon Martin in 2012; it seeks to “combat rampant institutional inequality and 

police brutality” through a “reconceptualization of radical ethics for black politics.”25 Second, 

liberalism, broadly, is a political ideology; it is constituted by “an individualist creed, celebrating 

a particular form of freedom and autonomy;” it “involv[es] the development and protection of 

systems of individual rights, social equality, and constraints on the interventions of social and 

 
23 Martin Luther King Jr., “Letter from Birmingham Jail,” The Atlantic Monthly 212, no. 2 (August 1963), 
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25 Christopher J. Lebron, The Making of Black Lives Matter, New York: Oxford University Press, 2017, xix.  
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political power.”26 Third, CRT is a “movement that challenges the ability of conventional legal 

strategies to deliver social and economic justice and specifically calls for legal approaches that 

take into consideration race as a nexus of American life.”27 Although these are the three central 

concepts of this paper, their interplay exists due to the relevance of BLM in American political 

and social discourse.  

 BLM has taken on many issues of racial injustice during its nearly 10-year history (e.g., 

monuments that memorialize the Confederacy as well as figures affiliated with 15th to 19th-

century colonialism and slave ownership, police brutality, and economic justice). Although 

loosely structured, their website says that the overall mission of BLM is “to eradicate white 

supremacy and build local power to intervene in violence inflicted on Black communities by the 

state and vigilantes.”28 Chris Lebron calls BLM, “the movement that seeks to redeem a nation.”29 

Although there is not an official leader of BLM,  

Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi… created #BlackLivesMatter…as a call 

to action for Black people after 17-year-old Trayvon Martin was posthumously placed on 

trial for his own murder and the killer, George Zimmerman, was not held accountable for 

the crime he committed. Thus, it was the death and failure of our justice system to 

account for the unnecessary death of a black American that prompted three women to 

offer these three basic and urgent words to the American people: black lives matter.30   

 

BLM works “like the way a corporate franchise works, minus revenue and profit 

…#BlackLivesMatter is akin to a social movement brand that can be picked up and deployed by 

any interested group of activists inclined to speak out and act against racial injustice.”31 The 

movement “seeks to finally undo this nation’s murderous racial history [and]… represents a civic 

 
26 Michael Freeden and Marc Stears, “Liberalism,” In The Oxford Handbook of Political Ideologies, 2013, 330. 
27 Chris Demaske, “Critical Race Theory,” First Amendment Encyclopedia, Middle Tennessee State University, 

2009, https://www.mtsu.edu/first-amendment/article/1254/critical-race-theory 
28 “About,” Black Lives Matter, https://blacklivesmatter.com/about/. 
29 Lebron, The Making of Black Lives Matter, x.  
30 Lebron, x-xi. 
31 Lebron, xi.  
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desire for equality and a human desire for respect, the intellectual roots of which lie deep in the 

history of black American thought.”32 Both BLM activists and CRT scholars claim that “what is 

needed today is a reconceptualization of radical ethics for black politics.”33 This is why BLM has 

taken an institutional/structural approach to account for unrealized expectations following the 

American Civil Rights movement of the mid-20th century. In his book, The Making of Black 

Lives Matter, Chris Lebron presents the following tactics which capture BLM’s spirit: (1) 

shameful publicity, (2) counter-colonization of the white imagination, (3) unconditional self-

possession, and (4) unfragmented compassion.34 In addition to Lebron’s outline of BLM’s 

tactics, he summons the canon of African-American thought by showing the influence of writers 

such as Frederick Douglass and Ida B. Wells, the art of the Harlem Renaissance and the literature 

of Langston Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston, as well as the activism of Anna Julia Cooper, 

Audre Lorde, and the Black Panthers. Despite these influencers of BLM, this research will focus 

on the impact of CRT, starting with the work of legal scholars such as Derek Bell in the 1970s. 

As this paper proceeds, BLM’s spirit will become evident in the literature of CRT and underpin 

the argument that the ideology of BLM is bound up in CRT concepts and represents a critique of 

liberalism which has enjoyed such a privileged position in American political thought.   

 This project will be broken down into four sections. Section I will survey the tenets of 

liberalism, specifically those which CRT critiques. This review will include the thought of 

prominent figures such as John Locke and John Stuart Mill. Section II will present the CRT 

critique of liberalism. This critique is founded upon the assumption that American efforts 

towards racial justice (e.g., the abolitionist movement of the 19th-century and the American Civil 
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Rights movement of the mid-20th-century) left gaps that BLM has identified. Section III offers a 

differentiation between the American Civil Rights movement of the mid-20th century and the 

BLM movement of the 21st-century. Each has its own unique relationship with liberalism. 

Finally, Section IV will conclude that BLM has a distinct ideology, informed by CRT, which 

critiques liberalism’s color-blind ethic in a way that previous movements have not fully 

articulated. 

I. Liberalism’s Tenets Relevant to the CRT/BLM Critique 

Individual Freedom/Equality 

 Freedom, generally, seems to mean the ability to conduct oneself without constraint as 

well as the ability to exercise self-restraint when it comes to being master of oneself. However, 

thinkers such as Isaiah Berlin have parsed the notion of freedom in order to articulate it more 

clearly. For Berlin, there is positive and negative freedom. Positive freedom “derives from the 

wish on the part of the individual to be his own master.”35 It is freedom to do something. On the 

other hand, negative freedom, what Berlin calls “the area within which a man can act 

unobstructed by others,”36 is freedom from something or from some sort of coercion (i.e., not just 

government coercion, but also social, economic, and other sources of coercion which may shift 

the perceived role of government from oppressor to protector). That latter notion was held by 

earlier liberals such as John Locke and John Stuart Mill. Locke, a central influencer of America’s 

founders, considered all people (explicitly white men at the time) to be born into what he called 

“a state of perfect freedom.”37 This “perfect freedom” was accompanied by a natural state of 

equality.38 Locke saw the equality among men, in the state of nature, as something “so evident” 

 
35 Isaiah Berlin, Four Essays on Liberty, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969, 22. 
36 Berlin, Four Essays on Liberty, 16.  
37 John Locke, Second Treatise of Government, edited by C. B. Macpherson, Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing 

Company, 1980, 8. 
38 Locke, Second Treatise of Government, 8. 
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that it established an “obligation to mutual love amongst” them.39 As John A. Simmons put it, 

“persons are free to make their own choices and control their own lives within the [bounds of the 

Law of Nature] and others are obligated to refrain from interfering.”40 In fact, man is so free and 

equal in the state of nature that he acts as both judge and executioner.41 In order to ensure the 

“peace and preservation of all mankind… [man] has a right to punish the transgressors of that 

law to such a degree, as may hinder its violation.”42 Authority to constrain these rights to natural 

freedom and equality only comes when rational men agree to establish an authority among them. 

At the time, this idea stood in contrast to the notion that “superior power, social class, and 

custom…[constituted the] natural order of authority and subjection.”43 To suggest that, by their 

nature and not by some predetermined order, man was free and equal was a novel idea. 

 Another thinker following Locke, John Stuart Mill, saw freedom, and the expression that 

accompanied it, as “security against corrupt or tyrannical government.”44 Mill saw constraint on 

freedom as “depriv[ing] [people] of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth [or]… 

[shielding the] clearer perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision with 

error.”45 Similar to Locke, once authority is established among the public, Mill agrees that, 

“everyone who receives the protection of society owes a return for the benefit, and the fact of 

living in society renders it indispensable that each should be bound to observe a certain line of 

conduct towards the rest.”46 He goes on to further qualify the notion of conduct. It first involves 
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restraint from injuring “certain interests”47 of others. For Mill, these interests are what we call 

rights.48 Additionally, this conduct involves “each person’s bearing his share of the labours and 

sacrifices incurred or defending the society or its members from injury and molestation.”49 In 

cases where a “person’s conduct affects the interests of no persons besides himself… there 

should be perfect freedom, legal and social, to do the action and stand the consequences.”50 

Interestingly, Mill has a foundational assumption that “no person is an entirely isolated being” 

and has a “direct or indirect” effect on the community.51 Mill goes on to sum up this point neatly: 

“whenever…there is a definite damage, or a definite risk of damage, either to an individual or to 

the public, the case is taken out of the province of liberty, and placed in that of morality or 

law.”52 There is a generational aspect or consideration to this line of thinking as well since most 

people are born into an existing society. The existing generation has “powers of 

education…ascendency which the authority of a received opinion always exercises over the 

minds who are least fitted to judge for themselves.”53 They set the boundaries for rights and what 

injury to those rights and individual freedoms looks like. In the view of Locke and Mill, freedom 

and equality are natural to humanity. Rather than ascribing to the conventional thinking that 

inherited status and pre-established hierarchies are natural, these thinkers saw impositions on 

freedom and equality only coming from the institutions people set on the way out of this natural 

and equal state.  

Recognition 

 
47 Mill, 69.  
48 Mill, 69.  
49 Mill, 69-70. 
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 Much like notions of freedom and equality for early liberal thinkers, the matter of 

recognition makes the individual its prime object of focus. A later respondent to these liberal 

ideals, G.W.F Hegel (although not a quintessential, classical Anglo-American liberal himself), 

saw the matter of recognition as integral to each person’s life. Hegel’s conception of spirit is 

arrived at when one realizes that “a self-conscious being is an object [and] it is as much I as 

object.”54 The basis of that self-consciousness’s existence is recognition.55 He goes on to define 

recognition as “the dualization of self-consciousness within its own unity” where there are two 

entities: “one getting all the recognition, the other doing all the recognizing.”56 For Hegel, these 

two entities are “defined in terms of their ‘proving’ themselves and one another through a life-

and-death struggle.”57 The freedom of the individual, or recognition as Master, is then realized 

“only by risking life itself.”58 Death is that “natural negation” that, when one is unwilling to risk 

life for recognition of their consciousness, leaves the individual/Slave “without the required 

recognitional status.”59 However, in this state, the Master becomes dependent on the Slave for 

their own recognition; and the Slave, through their labor, grows in consciousness of their worth. 

At this point, through this dialectical process and rising consciousness of the Slave, that the 

Master is ultimately challenged, and the process continues. It is this struggle in the state of nature 

that prompts people to recognize the need for government among them.  

 Alexandre Kojève, a 20th-century philosopher and Hegelian scholar, picked up a crucial 

insight from Hegel—that in order to know history, “one must…know [the] Man who realizes it 
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is.”60  Kojève sees Hegel as identifying a missing link in Cartesian philosophy. Instead of saying 

“I think, therefore I am,” Hegel says that the identification of I [aside from a thinking being] has 

been neglected.61 Hegel’s I is the one that “reveals…being that reveals Being.”62 It is almost 

animalistic to solely “contemplate a thing” and become “absorbed.”63 In that respect, man forgets 

himself. However, a man that “experiences a desire…becomes aware of himself.”64 He must use 

the word I in identifying that a desire exists. Furthermore, there is this bifurcation between the 

object of contemplation and the I “which is not that thing.”65 Kojève summarizes Hegel’s 

definition of desire by saying that it is the “act of transforming a contemplated thing by an 

action.”66 This action negates the object’s independence and “make[s] it mine.”67 Self-

consciousness is established when the “given being [the one solely contemplating],” transforms 

their object of desire and “negates it in its independence.”68 Kojève captures this idea succinctly 

by saying that “man is what he is only to the extent that he becomes what he is.”69 This is the 

necessary act of “transcendence” that allows self-consciousness to come about.70 Enslavement is 

to “desire Being.”71 To realize freedom, man must desire the liberation of non-Being.72 This is 

the process of becoming human: “man must act not for the sake of subjugating a thing, but for 

the sake of subjugating another Desire.”73 This establishes man’s right to, and sense of 
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ownership of, a thing. To go one step forward, this process establishes “superiority over the 

other.”74 This sense of recognition is the basis of the “human, non-biological I.”75 For Hegel, the 

distinction between humanity and non-humanity rests in the capacity to “put one’s life in danger 

in order to attain ends that are not immediately vital;” this is the “fight for Recognition.”76 

“Therefore, human, historical, self-conscious existence” can be found in those moments in 

history where “bloody fights [or] wars for prestige” were present.77 Kojève provides another 

concise definition at this point based on his reading of Hegel’s work: “human reality is nothing 

but the fact of the recognition of one man by another man.”78 Furthermore, this distinction 

between master and slave can be found in “the existence of the victor and of the vanquished, and 

it is recognized by both of them.”79 This is the sort of individualistic recognition emblematic of 

liberalism. However, Hegel and Kojève are not the only ones to address the topic. Along with his 

discussion of freedom and equality, Locke takes on the matter of individual recognition as well.    

In discussing the state of nature, Locke sees the many inconveniences that come with it 

having a direct impact on the individual and not necessarily the collective, especially regarding 

his thoughts on the evils of monarchy. In order to ward off the “noxious creature[s]” that violate 

the “principles of human nature” and jeopardize “society [and] security” among men, “God hath 

certainly appointed government to restrain…partiality and violence.”80 Proper reasoning would 

lead one to the conclusion that each individual is capable of that unrestrained partiality in the 

state of nature. Locke thus considers “civil government [to be] the proper remedy for the 
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inconveniencies [e.g. partiality and violence] of the state of nature.”81 This ends up becoming the 

major issue inherent in absolute monarchy for Locke—that these “monarchs are but men” and 

“truth and keeping of faith belongs to men, as men, and not as members of society.”82 Monarchs 

therefore have the same capacity for disproportionate punishment that exists in the state of nature 

and this reality ends up being the cause for instituting civil government which recognizes 

inherent, natural rights of the individual and not absolute hierarchies. To be clear, it is 

individuals, in the liberal view, not collectives that seek state recognition in an attempt to negate 

those absolute hierarchies. This point regarding skepticism of the old tradition—recognizing the 

absolute and unquestioned reasoning of established hierarchies—leads into the next tenet of 

liberalism. 

Universal Reason 

In what some might consider to be the pre-history of liberalism, one thinker presents his 

conception of human reason. Thomas Hobbes saw people in the state of nature as subject to their 

passions and desire for power. People are driven through curiosity to “enquire into the cause of 

things”83 because it positions them advantageously to establish order in their present state—

namely, a state that is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”84 However, in this endeavor—

this “love” of finding causes—a “natural religion” develops where one origin will have “no 

former cause;” man calls this sense of eternity God.85 These eternal things are, what Hobbes 

calls, “powers invisible;” they “seed” the fear that is a central motivator for man.86 Over time, 

and the institutionalization of power among men, they “nourish, dress, and form [those invisible 
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powers] into laws.”87 This process of institutionalizing power, motivated by those eternal causes 

man sees as gods, is “the greatest use of [man’s] power.”88 It is their surety for survival. Unlike 

the individualistic predicament of freedom, equality, and recognition, the matter of reason, 

especially articulated by Hobbes and incorporated into later thinkers like John Stuart Mill, is 

something, through the liberal lens, that is common to all people. All individuals are assumed to 

be capable of right reason under proper circumstances. This universal reason prompts individuals 

to realize the benefits of civil government and stable associational ties given their individual 

tendencies toward a “diversity”89 of passions and their individual quests for recognition, 

commonly through violent means. Reasoning has at its heart a drive toward realizing convictions 

people believe to be true, as John Stuart Mill will explain.  

John Stuart Mill’s discussion of freedom of expression sees the individual’s recognition 

of their interests as paramount. In fact, he calls restraint upon individual expression a “peculiar 

evil [that]… rob[s] the human race; posterity as well as the existing generation.”90 At this point, 

he takes a step back and considers why people might be critical of his position. First, not 

listening to our inner opinions, or “conscientious conviction[s]” as Mill would call it, “leave[s] 

all our interests uncared for, and all our duties unperformed.”91 It is natural for humans to 

“assume [their] opinions to be true for the guidance of [their] own conduct,” as well as “forbid 

bad men to pervert society by the propagation of opinions which we regard as false and 

pernicious.”92 Mill also asserts that “there must be discussion, to show how experience is to be 

interpreted;”93 this comes in the unconstrained expression of opinion. Furthermore, it is this 
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process that provides a “stable foundation for a just reliance on” opinions.94 Allowing for 

freedom of expression is “a standing invitation to the whole world to prove them unfounded.”95 

Now, Mill insists, “there are…certain beliefs so useful…to well-being that it is as much the duty 

of governments to uphold those beliefs, as to protect any other of the interests of society.”96 For 

Mill, these matters are “not a question of the truth of doctrines, but of their usefulness.”97 Still, 

who, or what, decides the utility of a particular opinion? The answer seems to be the actual, 

mulled-over, truth of the opinion. “When law or public feeling do not permit the truth of an 

opinion to be disputed, they are just as little tolerant of a denial of its usefulness.”98 However, do 

all opinions and perceived convictions deserve to be even granted the opportunity for 

deliberation? As some critics of this liberal ethic might contend, some opinions need to be 

snuffed out even before they reach the doors of deliberation. They are so harmful to society that 

deliberating upon them would be tantamount to granting their purveyors a bullhorn to distribute 

their thinking to a much larger, sometimes easily captivated, audience.  

II. CRT’s Critique of Liberalism 

 

Individual Freedom/Equality 

 The assumption within liberalism that an insistence on individual rights and freedoms 

will result in large-scale freedom and equality has been hotly contested in the 20th and 21st 

centuries, particularly within CRT scholarship. Liberalism inherently developed a color-blind 

ethic since it sees rights and freedoms as universal, rather than being exclusive to a particular 

privileged group. One contemporary commentator, philosopher Charles Mills, thinks that the 
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traditional liberal emphasis upon individual freedom has allowed social harms like racism to 

flourish, especially aimed at blacks. He defines racism as, 

The belief that (i) humanity can be divided into discrete races, and (ii) these races are 

hierarchically arranged, with some races superior to others. The second sense would then 

refer to institutions, practices, and social systems that illicitly privilege some races at the 

expense of others, where racial membership (directly or indirectly) explains this 

privileging.99   

Of critical importance to this research, Mills explains CRT’s critique of liberalism. He 

encourages his readers to look at this critique as the Occupy Liberalism movement, similar in 

thrust to the Occupy Wall Street movement in that it “challenge[s] plutocracy, patriarchy, and 

white supremacy in the United States.”100 Mills quickly sums up radicalism by saying that it 

“refer[s] generally to ideas/concepts/principles/values endorsing pro-egalitarian structural change 

to reduce or eliminate unjust hierarchies of domination.”101 It is liberalism that refers to the 

“political philosophy and the institutions and practices characteristically tied to that political 

philosophy.”102 Although liberalism in the United States can refer to particular ideas on both 

sides of the political spectrum (hence the idea of liberal democracy), the larger idea of liberalism 

is best defined by “the anti-feudal ideology of individualism, equal rights, and moral 

egalitarianism that arises in Western Europe in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries to challenge 

the ideas and values inherited from the old medieval order.”103 In large part, the “emancipatory 

development” of liberalism, especially in the United States, has been blocked by “group 

interests, group power, and successful group political projects.”104 Mills says that this has come 

from “ historic domination of conservative exclusionary liberalisms.” These fall under the 
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umbrella of “hegemonic varieties of liberalism.”105 Although there will be “material barriers 

(vested group interests) and political barriers (organizational difficulties)” to emancipatory 

liberalism, it will take a shift in “majoritarian norms” to make a real difference.106 This shift in 

norms that Mills prescribes seems to speak to the heart of what the earlier, liberal, social-contract 

theorists thought was the promise of convening government among people—that it is recognized 

and sought to preserve the inherent freedom and equality of individuals. However, as the CRT 

critique has established, that promise has not been realized. 

 Although the social contract was originally conceived as “being self-consciously brought 

into existence through a ‘contract’ among human beings in a pre-social, pre-political stage of 

humanity,” Mills sees a “patent absurdity” in one of its key insights: the notion that “human 

beings are naturally equal” and the “moral equality of people in the state of nature demands an 

equality of treatment.”107 Mills asks, “what if… the personhood of some persons was historically 

disregarded, and their rights disrespected?”108 He says that “we…need to acknowledge that race 

had underpinned the liberal framework from the outset, refracting the sense of crucial terms, 

embedding a particular model of rights-bearers, dictating a certain historical narrative, and 

providing an overall theoretical orientation for normative discussions.”109 In reality, this has been 

a “non-ideal social contract.”110 Repairing this broken contract seems to involve a treatment of 

how the contract has failed both individual as well as collective freedom and equality. The CRT 

critique encourages accounting for and recognizing the disposition of groups and not just 

individuals.  
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Recognition 

 One author that can help account for the matter of group recognition, particularly black 

recognition is Frantz Fanon. Fanon is familiar with the colonial legacy that accompanied 

liberalism, especially in the Caribbean. He says that being black is a constant process of 

comparison.111 “He is constantly preoccupied with self-evaluation and with the ego-ideal. 

Whenever he comes into contact with someone else, the question of value, of merit, arises.”112 It 

is a condition of insecurity: “every position of one’s own, every effort at security, is based on 

relations of dependence, with the diminution of the other.”113 Similar to the Hegelian Master-

Slave dialectic, Fanon presents a comparison between the Antillean (Master) and the Martinicans 

(Slaves). The Martinican “comes on to the stage only in order to furnish it…I [the Antillean] am 

the Hero.”114 From the Martinican perspective, “each one of them wants to be, to emerge.”115 As 

Fanon steps back from this Antillean/Martinican dialectic, he says, “the Negro is seeking to 

protest against the inferiority that he feels historically [and]…he attempts to react with a 

superiority complex.”116 At the end of this struggle, “there remains only one solution for the 

miserable Negro: furnish proofs of his whiteness to others and above all to himself.”117 Fanon 

goes on to provide an interesting note on the process of colonization: “For twenty years they 

poured every effort into programs that would make the Negro a white man. In the end, they 

dropped him and told him, ‘You have an indisputable complex of dependence on the white 

man.’”118 He then goes on to summon some of Hegel’s thinking on the matter. In Fanon’s words, 
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“Man is human only to the extent to which he tries to impose his existence on another man in 

order to be recognized by him…It is on that other being, on recognition by that other being, that 

his own human worth and reality depend.”119 Desire, resulting in conflict with the Other, is “the 

first milestone on the road that leads to the dignity of the spirit.”120 It is the “transformation of 

subjective certainty of my own worth into a universally valid objective truth.”121 Interestingly, 

from a historical perspective, “the Negro steeped in the inessentiality of servitude was set free by 

his master. He did not fight for his freedom.”122 Hegel saw this physical fight for freedom as 

necessary for recognition and freedom. Fanon sums this up by saying, “the Negro is a slave who 

has been allowed to assume the attitude of a master. The white man is a master who has allowed 

his slaves to eat at his table.”123 This is the predicament of de facto slavery despite de jure 

abolition: “he went from one way of life to another, but not from one life to another.”124 Fanon 

says, “the Negro knows nothing of the cost of freedom, for he has not fought for it. From time to 

time he has fought for Liberty and Justice, but these were always white liberty and white 

justice.”125 Fanon presents an eerily familiar conversation in contemporary society: “[the] white 

man tells him: ‘Brother, there is no difference between us.’ And yet the Negro knows that there 

is a difference. He wants it.”126 It is in this white, and more broadly liberal, insistence on color-

blindness that Fanon captures the distinction between individual and group recognition. The 

modern, white liberal, as well as some contemporary black conservatives such as Thomas 

Sowell, will insist that the promise of America’s founders, influenced by liberal thinkers like 
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Locke and Mill, is evident because America’s documents and laws have claimed freedom and 

equality. However, for parts of the black community that identify with the CRT’s critique, that 

insistence and presentation of evidence (i.e., claiming that the American Civil Rights movement 

of the mid-20th century produced the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964, the Voting Rights Act 

of 1965, as well as judicial decisions such as Brown v. Board of Education), falls upon deaf ears. 

From the critical perspective, these de jure milestones have not produced a de facto reality of 

freedom and equality for blacks, although others might see them as a piece of the incremental 

progress toward racial justice. In fact, as Chris Demaske put it, the ethic of color-blindness and 

free speech in America has “ma[de] heroes out of bigots and fan[ned] the flames of racial 

violence.”127 Charles Mills also discusses how domination, conceptually, needs to be integrated 

into American political and social discourse in order to fully understand this gap between 

expectation and reality.  

 Mills sees liberalism as having numerous failures when it comes to accounting for black 

oppression. In particular, he thinks that “liberalism’s failure to systematically address structural 

oppression in supposedly liberal-democratic societies is a contingent artifact of the group 

perspectives and group interests privileged by those structures.”128 In other words, the notion of 

group oppression needs to be incorporated into liberalism’s ontology. In its present state, he calls 

it an “evasive ontology.”129 Theories, such as liberalism, cannot speak meaningfully about the 

“social shaping of individuals while denying that group oppression is central to that shaping.”130 

He brings in the example of Marxism’s claim that class domination needed to be incorporated 

into liberalism’s ontology in order to say that racism, and the oppressive social structures of 
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white dominance, needs to be added in the same manner. Additionally, Mills claims that it is a 

crucial aspect of recognition to admit that “the theorists who developed the dominant varieties of 

liberalism have come overwhelmingly from the hegemonic groups of the liberal social order 

(bourgeois white males).”131 This reality then suggests that those hegemonic groups continued to 

perpetuate a liberal ontology without oppression and domination as meaningful features. Mills 

calls this “ignoring…the real betrayal of the liberal project.”132 Furthermore, liberalism 

recognizes “individuals rather than social collectives [as] the locus of value.”133 It ends up being 

the shaping of the individual—that they can be dominated and opposed due to the primacy of 

certain “group memberships—” that becomes the impetus to incorporate oppression and 

recognize groups, and not just individuals, in liberalism’s ontology.134 Along with the issue CRT 

raises with matters of recognition, they also critique the universal reason-vamindedness of the 

liberal project.  

Universal Reason 

 Liberalism’s insistence that there is reason that can be achieved for all individuals under 

certain circumstances, and that reason becomes the spark for instituting civil government among 

people, raises serious concern for CRT scholars. Notably, Richard Delgado has commentated on 

the matter of free speech and expression that has accompanied liberalism’s color-blind ethic, 

particularly in America. Like other CRT thinkers, Delgado and his co-author Stefanicc raise the 

centrality of racism in CRT’s critique of liberalism and its universal reason tenet while 

presenting their four elements of CRT:  

First, racism is ordinary, not aberrational…Second… our system of white-over-color 

ascendancy serves important purposes, both psychic and material, for the dominant 

group…The second feature [is] sometimes called ‘interest convergence’ or material 
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determinism…A third theme of critical race theory, the ‘social construction’ thesis, holds 

that race and races are products of social thought and relations…A final element concerns 

the notion of a unique voice of color.135 

Their outline of CRT’s elements is a unique view that seems specific to the overall critique of 

liberalism’s universal reason ethic. Like Fanon suggested earlier, thinking that one reality exists 

for multiple social groups that have undergone vastly different experiences is short-sighted. 

From a legal perspective though, Delgado and Stefanicc claim that this ethic of “color 

blindness…will allow us to redress only extremely egregious racial harms, ones that everyone 

would notice and condemn.”136 Judicially, this issue becomes manifest with the matter of rights. 

“In our system, rights are almost always procedural (for example, to a fair process) rather than 

substantive (for example, to food, housing, or education)…that system applauds affording 

everyone equality of opportunity but resists programs that assure equality of results.”137 

Seemingly major civil rights legislation or judicial decisions are celebrated but quickly followed 

by a realistic sobriety. “After the singing and dancing die down, the breakthrough is quietly cut 

back by narrow interpretation, administrative obstruction, or delay.”138 In a separate legal article 

Delgado explains this issue further as the distinction between legal formalism and legal realism 

when it comes to the matter of free speech: 

The old, formalist view of speech as a near-perfect instrument for testing ideas and 

promoting social progress is passing into history. Replacing it is a much more nuanced, 

skeptical, and realistic view of what speech can do…to understand how expression 

functions in our political system.139   
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He raises issue with the “marketplace of ideas”140 argument frequently heard in First 

Amendment advocacy. “First Amendment free speech can often help us avoid error and arrive at 

a consensus.”141 However, “systemic social ills like racism and sexism” threw a wrench into the 

possibility of meaningful consensus.142 This is the first theme of First Amendment legal realism. 

The other themes are “understanding of the free expression paradigm as a tool for legitimating 

the status quo”143 and the “idea that language and expression can sometimes serve as instruments 

of positive harm.” Delgado sees this legal transition as promising. “We are beginning to ask the 

‘who-benefits?’ question about free speech and to raise the possibility that scoundrels and bigots 

can easily hide under the mantle of the First Amendment.”144 He wonders, “could there be no-

value speech, or negative-value speech, which not only could, but should be restricted?”145 

Thankfully, other thinkers have weighed in on this matter.  

Twentieth-century critical philosopher Herbert Marcuse wrote at length on the matter of 

tolerance in the liberal, democratic context. Marcuse sees a certain reality that is hard to escape 

when it comes to liberal tolerance: “the objective of tolerance would call for intolerance toward 

prevailing policies, attitudes, opinions, and the extension of tolerance to policies, attitudes, and 

opinions which are outlawed or sup-pressed.”146 He calls this predicament a “partisan goal [and] 

a subversive liberating notion and practice” which “serv[es] the cause of oppression.”147 Since 

the theory which constitutes the tolerance within the liberal ethic would never be put into 

practice, it is the “task [of the intellectual] to break the concreteness of oppression in order to 
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open the mental space in which [a] society can be recognized as what it is and does.”148 In fact, 

in democratic contexts, “tolerance strengthens the tyranny of the majority.”149 It is “constituted 

authorities” that determine the nature and object of tolerance.150 For CRT theorists, such as 

Charles Mills, these partisan authorities, at least in the American experience, are “white 

contractors [who] subordinate and exploit nonwhite non-contractors for white benefit.”151 The 

universal reason that liberalism initially suggested has been undermined. Mills asks, “what if… 

the personhood of some persons was historically disregarded, and their rights disrespected?”152 

He says that “we…need to acknowledge that race had underpinned the liberal framework from 

the outset, refracting the sense of crucial terms, embedding a particular model of rights-bearers, 

dictating a certain historical narrative, and providing an overall theoretical orientation for 

normative discussions.”153 In reality, this has been a “non-ideal social contract.”154 Mills goes on 

to further define racial liberalism as the “actual liberalism that has been historically dominant 

since modernity: a liberal theory whose terms originally restricted full personhood to whites (or, 

more accurately, white men) and relegated nonwhites to an inferior category, so that its schedule 

of rights and prescriptions for justice were all color-coded.”155 Therefore, the “rethinking, 

purging, and deracializing of racial liberalism should be a priority for us.”156 In fact, it has been 

the project of BLM to articulate these evident and entrenched philosophical grievances, and 
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identify the reality of Mills’ “racial liberalism,”157 in ways that go beyond the efforts of the 20th-

century American Civil Rights movement.  

III. Why BLM is Distinct from the American Civil Rights Movement 

20th-century philosopher Reinhold Niebuhr said that man has an “inclination…to find the 

source of evil in his life in some particular event in history.”158 Both the mid-20th century 

American Civil Rights movement and the 21st-century BLM movement have seemingly similar 

“source[s] of evil.”159 Broadly, this could be called anti-black racism. However, the former 

seems to seek a renewal of the liberalism of Locke and Mill in order to combat that evil and the 

latter seems firmly rooted in CRT’s critique of liberalism as they take on their own target of evil. 

For the American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, the ethic seemed to be a 

renewal of the promises of America’s liberal founding and the evil they sought to uproot seemed 

to be inequity, cured by placing “individual personal protections [for blacks] on a more secure 

basis.”160 Although MLK is considered the philosophical leader of this movement, he was 

inspired by the writings of President Abraham Lincoln and his thinking on the spirit of 

America’s Declaration of Independence. To be clear, it was not just King and Lincoln that 

looked to the Declaration in order to call into question the present disposition of its principles. 

Both Seneca Falls and Malcolm X did the same. However, for this project, it will be King’s 

philosophy, and the thinking of Lincoln that inspired him, that will be examined.  Lincoln 

summoned the words of the Declaration, what he called a “revolutionary document,”161 in two of 

his speeches: the first, an 1854 speech in Peoria, Illinois, and the second, an 1858 speech in 
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Chicago.  In Peoria, while discussing the potential for slavery to move into western territories as 

a result of the Missouri Compromise, Lincoln argued that “zeal for the spread of slavery”162 was 

antithetical to America’s founding. The insistence in the Declaration of Independence that 

governments “derive their just power from the consent of the governed”163 is the cause for 

uprooting hierarchical structures, analogous to the “relation of masters and slaves,” which 

Lincoln called “a total violation of this principle.”164 During his Chicago speech, he expounds on 

this inherent evil of hierarchical structures when he says that the natural equality between men 

“is the electric cord…that links the hearts of patriotic and liberty-loving men together.”165 

Despite acknowledging the oppression of blacks in the American experience, King tapped into 

this spirit of the American founding that Lincoln celebrated. “We will win our freedom because 

the sacred heritage of our nation and the eternal will of God are embodied in our echoing 

demands.”166 He goes further in saying that “freedom is never voluntarily given by the 

oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed.”167  

The form this demand would take would be non-violent civil disobedience and the mental 

tension, not physical harm that results from it: 

Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in the mind so that 

individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half-truths to the unfettered realm 

of creative analysis and objective appraisal, so must we see the need for nonviolent 

gadflies to create the kind of tension in society that will help men rise from the dark 

depths of prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of understanding and 

brotherhood.168 
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These terms from King’s 1963 letter sound similar to CRT themes; however, they also assume 

that the oppressor will, through proper reason, discontinue their oppressing. CRT says, “the 

current system, built by and for white elites, will tolerate and encourage racial progress for 

minorities only if this promotes the majority’s self-interest.”169 This point then seems to begin 

the distinction between the liberal project of America’s Civil Rights movement and the CRT-

driven, 21st-century BLM movement.  

The particular evil that BLM seeks to uproot is systemic racism. When Sharpton and 

others talk about systemic racism, they are referring to “systems and structures that have 

procedures and processes that disadvantage African Americans.”170 N’dea Yancey-Bragg sums 

up the goal for BLM: “a shift in policy and resources that prioritize black lives. Don’t tell us 

black lives matter if you can’t show us in your institution and organization how they do.”171 

From a tactical perspective, the American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s 

differed from BLM’s movement and that difference can also speak to their philosophical 

orientation, particularly the liberal critique BLM has at the heart of its ideology. According to 

Clarissa Rile Hayward, the tactics of the American Civil Rights movement, particularly non-

violent lunch counter sit-ins, were successful in the “contrast they drew between peaceful 

protestors and violent racists.”172 The act of them sitting silently was the message. On the other 

hand, BLM has adopted more “face-to-face confrontation” tactics such as Black Brunch.173 
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BLM’s tactics involve “disruption”174 that can “impel negotiation”175 and can put an 

otherwise ignorant subset of the public in a position where they must pay attention. This is 

especially meaningful when political elites are “forced to take sides” because the disruption is 

loud enough and precisely targeted enough for “communities and…people who otherwise never 

have to think or feel” the pain of black communities to begin taking it into consideration.176 To 

be specific, Black Brunch has been a tactic used by BLM following “highly publicized incidents 

of police violence against black Americans.”177 Black Brunch targets “white spaces,”178 like 

upscale restaurants, and although disruptive—invading these high-end spaces and loudly reciting 

the names of black victims of police brutality—they offered “an invitation to the diners to ‘Stand 

now and chant with us if you believe that black lives matter.’”179 The intent here is different than 

what activists in the 1960s sought to achieve—namely, winning public sympathy. In the case of 

Black Brunch, the intent was, in a precise manner, to “withdraw cooperation from an important 

power relationship”—that being the tendency of the “American restaurant industry” to “hire 

white men to work as [highly-paid] servers in upscale restaurants…and men and women of color 

for low-paying kitchen [or] bussing jobs.”180 However, the target of their efforts was not just the 

restaurant itself; it was the white patrons, many of whom “h[eld]…principled beliefs” that could 

be “activated” through their disruption and, in turn, “shape [their] opinions.”181 The patron 

whose dormant principles could be activated through disruption would otherwise be willfully 
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ignorant to the fact that they were being served by higher-paid whites while their food was 

cooked and bussed by lower-paid blacks.  

The willfully ignorant patron presents the same problem King raised when discussing 

“the white moderate”182 in his letter. This was the individual that was “more devoted to ‘order’ 

than to justice; who prefer[ed] a negative peace which is the absence of tension to a positive 

peace which is the presence of justice.”183 The white patron falls into this category. Their willful 

ignorance satisfies their “goal of maintaining an understanding of the self as a good person” 

while “enjoying the benefits of complicity in practices that violate [their] principles.”184 Black 

Brunch and other protest efforts that could be characterized as destabilizing the normal order of 

things could move indifference to engagement. Issues such as systemic racism, that most in the 

general public, particularly the white community, choose not to weigh-in on suddenly start to 

converge toward a consensus on the matter. Sometimes that consensus is merely the belief that 

we, as a nation, need to be concerned about these issues; that they matter and shouldn’t be 

ignored. The issue of doing something about it, on an institutional level, becomes a whole other 

matter. However, at least the seed has been planted for political elites to be put in a position 

where they are “forced to take sides.”185 

This tactical example speaks to the philosophical differentiation between the American 

Civil Rights movement and BLM. BLM admits, in the spirit of CRT, that the “current system, 

built by and for white elites, will tolerate and encourage racial progress for minorities only if this 

promotes the majority’s self-interest.”186 Therefore, the majority cannot be won over by appeals 
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to sympathy. Rather, those that desire to uproot the evil of systemic racism must admit that the 

philosophical foundations of American—namely, liberalism and the freedom, equality, 

recognition, and universal reason it purports—are racist, and that they must be “reth[ought], 

purg[ed], and deracialize[ed].”187 This point speaks to BLM’s intention to target institutions and 

structures that will outlast individuals.  

IV. Conclusion 

The ideology of BLM is inextricably linked to CRT’s critique of liberalism. From the 

liberal tradition, work from thinkers such as John Locke and John Stuart Mill has been presented 

in order to flesh out the relevant tenets of liberalism that CRT critiques. In particular, the notion 

that liberalism promotes individual freedom and equality has been presented and rebutted in 

order to suggest that freedom and equality have been extended for particular individuals not 

subject to the oppression and domination of majority group interests, particularly along racial 

lines. In addition, the liberal tenet that recognition is achieved for the individual in order that the 

inconveniences of the state of nature can be overcome has also received a critique from CRT. 

Largely, individual recognition has been enjoyed by the white community and group recognition 

has been undermined for the black community especially due to their inherent dependence on 

majority, white interests. Finally, the ethic of universal reason celebrated by liberalism—the 

sense that, under certain circumstance people can reason their way into equitable social and 

political arrangements—has been critiqued in that the effort to achieve a color-blind society has 

allowed for the flourishing of procedural, rather than substantive rights to be extended to those in 

the minority.  
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On a secondary point, a distinction between the American Civil Rights movement of the 

1950s and 1960s and the BLM movement of the 21st-century must be drawn to show that they 

are philosophically distinct movements. The American Civil Rights movement sought a revival 

of America’s founding principles through non-violent social action in order to leverage the white 

majority into a realm of empathy toward black subjugation. On the other hand, BLM seeks to 

account for the institutional and systemic racism that has survived the supposed legal victories 

for black individuals as a result of the American Civil Rights movement. Their tactics involve 

more “face-to-face”188 confrontations that seek to “impel negotiation”189 from an otherwise 

disinterested, and unincentivized, white majority. The victory BLM seeks is much less 

individualistic than the American Civil Rights movement and concentrates on institutional and 

structural solutions that previous social justice legislation and judicial decisions have not 

provided. 

The ideology of BLM was presented as a fundamental critique of the liberal ethic 

America was founded upon and helped explain why this is not just another social justice 

movement. Furthermore, it will differentiate BLM from previous civil rights movements in 

American history. The activism evident in the streets of America following the murder of George 

Floyd beg the necessary why question. BLM should be seen as more than a response to the death 

of unarmed black men at the hands of the police. It should be conceptualized as a critique of the 

liberalism that sparked America’s founding: the promise of natural freedom and equality, the 

desire for individual recognition, and the belief in a reason that could be universally shared. 

These ideals are not enjoyed by all and BLM spotlights that disparity. The assumption of the 

American Civil Rights movement—that black oppression could be removed through sympathy 
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and proper reason—is not assumed by BLM. Rather, BLM wants to take on the promises of 

liberalism in a much more fundamental way: redefining its promise.  
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Chapter II 

 

Institutional Instability within Utah’s Police Use of Force Procedures:  

Have Institutions Responded to Public Consensus? 

On June 6, 2020, 500,000 people across the United States demonstrated for greater police 

accountability.190 They showed up for many reasons, but the death of George Floyd stirred 

something inside of them that made the summer of 2020 catalytic. Reverend Al Sharpton 

captured the spirit of these reasons in Floyd’s memorial:  

What happened to Floyd happens every day in this country, in education, in health 

services, and in every area of American life, it’s time for us to stand up in George’s name 

and say…get your knee off our necks.191  

 

Less than 2 weeks prior to the memorial, Floyd, an unarmed black man, died by 

cardiopulmonary arrest as a Minneapolis police officer knelt on his neck for 8 minutes and 

46 seconds. He pleaded with the officer 16 times, “I can’t breathe.”192 Sharpton brings into 

focus how Floyd’s death was emblematic of the larger problem of systemic racism.  

Despite the many efforts of protestors and racial justice advocates in the last decade, 

especially the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, nothing much was changing; from 

2017 to 2019, blacks, despite being about 12% of the U.S. population, 193 experienced 24% 

of deaths at the hands of police194 (whites are 60% of the population195 and experience 42% 

of deaths at the hands of the police196). In fact, blacks in 80% of U.S. states had death-by-
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police rates higher than their share of the state population.197 This disproportionate metric 

highlights just one pillar of the systemic racism Sharpton presented: police accountability.  

Specifically, police lethal use of force procedures are regularly found to be confusing 

as both institutional actors and the general public processes bodycam footage. This footage 

also shows a process without standards on when to use less-than-lethal measures and when 

to use lethal ones.  Specific instances of lethal use of force by police in Utah will be 

examined against the backdrop of consensus from the public regarding how the fatal 

encounter was handled and the eventual presence of, or lack of, consensus on the part of 

institutions. This research will pursue the question of whether these instances of confusing 

use of force procedures within the policing institution have a positive effect on public 

consensus. Furthermore, does public consensus prompt institutional consensus?  

Initial observations, particularly following George Floyd’s death, would seem to 

suggest that the institutional instability evident during confusing instances of police lethal 

use of force generates consensus among the public that something needs to be done, 

particularly when it comes to public views on police bodycams. According to a 2016 Pew 

Research Center Poll, “about nine-in-ten Americans (93%) favor the use of body cameras by 

police so officers can record their interactions with citizens” and “a smaller but still 

substantial majority also believe that body cams would make officers act more appropriately 

(66%).”198 To go further, public consensus–agreement outside the bounds of institutions–has 

seemed to produce institutional consensus, as 13 states and municipalities have banned 
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chokeholds and instituted other police accountability measures since Floyd’s murder.199 A 

more recent update in September of 2021 reported that “at least 32 of the nation’s 65 largest 

police departments have banned or strengthened restrictions on the use of neck restraints ”200 

following Floyd’s murder. On a smaller scale, institutional consensus could simply be the 

decision to promptly release bodycam footage from a particular fatal encounter.  

Public consensus is evident in the presence, absence, and degree of protest following 

a fatal encounter with police, as well as shifts in polling data specific to BLM and police 

accountability questions. This consensus reflects public opinion and not some agreement 

reached by political institutions that have the power to address deeper systemic issues. 

Instability in general, especially involving the proliferation of nationwide protests, would 

seem to suggest a system far from the prospect of making progress on systemic racism. 

However, the instability experienced post-2017 has produced greater levels of public 

consensus. Institutional consensus–actual legislation, judicial adjudication, or executive 

action–has not been impacted as much by this instability. The deterioration of systemic 

racism seems to rely on both types of consensus. This research will explain why one state, 

Utah, is “anomalous”201 in that it has an extreme disparity between black deaths by police 

rates and the black percentage of the state population. Investigating Utah’s journey over the 

last few years will support the thesis that institutional instability has a positive relationship 

with public consensus and public consensus has a positive effect on institutional consensus.   
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This paper’s focus on institutional procedures, their ability to stir up protests when they 

are found to be confusing, and the institutional reform that results from this clash, speaks to a 

distinctive facet of the BLM movement. Namely, focusing on winning the sympathy of an 

otherwise bystander public—something the American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 

60s sought—is not a primary concern for BLM. Rather, as this paper will suggest, a focus on 

institutional arrangements and how they have been crafted to systemically disadvantage black 

Americans, are central objects of concern for BLM. Their efforts, in contrast to the mid-20th 

century civil rights movement, are an attempt to redefine rather than revive the promise of 

America’s founding. That redefinition involves recognizing modes of subjugation and 

dominance as crucial elements of the American story. It involves a distinction between the 

promise of American liberalism and its practice. In this case, in the eyes of BLM, the practice of 

policing in America stands in conflict with its objective—that is, protecting and serving the 

public. 

First, in order to more precisely understand the independent variable–instability–a 

definition of police use of force will be provided. Second, the legal protections granted to 

officers vis-à-vis qualified immunity will illuminate how despite an unstable systemic 

process (lethal use of force), instability goes unaddressed and leaves the public questioning 

how the outcomes of the policing institution do not meet their expectations, particularly tied 

to the “protect and serve” ethic. Finally, a conceptual analysis will showcase competing 

schools of thought regarding instability and the consensus it has the capacity to prompt.     

I. Police Use of Force and Culpability 

When Sharpton and others, especially BLM activists, talk about systemic racism, they are 

referring to “systems and structures that have procedures and processes that disadvantage 
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African Americans.”202 Upon deeper analysis of those “procedures and processes” 203 that 

pervade modern policing, this disadvantage becomes more evident. Use of force is itself a 

procedure that requires training, examination, and after-action review. In one study examining 

New York City’s Stop, Question, and Frisk Program, NYPD officers were required to fill out a 

form providing greater detail on their use of force. This form can provide some use of force 

instances that might help define the concept. They include “seven uses of force:” “(1) put hands 

on a civilian, (2) force to a wall, (3) handcuff, (4) draw weapon, (5) push to the ground, (6) point 

a weapon, (7) pepper spray or strike with a baton.” 204  Obviously, the actual discharge of a 

weapon by the police would be the most elevated use of force measure, but these instances 

demonstrate how use of force is a spectrum of actions that are meant to physically coerce an 

individual. In light of the data presented, it becomes evident that fatal use of force in particular is 

disproportionately being exacted upon blacks. This claim is not speaking to the righteousness of 

a particular use of force instance. Rather, it is speaking to clear trends in the institution as a 

whole.  

Another facet of fatal use of force is the criminal accountability associated with 

controversial instances where taking a life did not seem justified given the facts of the case. This 

is especially concerning when the victim was both black and unarmed, as was the case with 

George Floyd and others like Eric Garner.  Although the criminal accountability outcome in 

Floyd’s case is still unknown, there are instances where criminal accountability has been 

decided, such as Garner’s case. As a part of this criminal accountability for police officers, there 

is a significant systemic intersection between the policing institution and the judicial institution.  
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One of the main complaints from BLM regarding police accountability is that the 

qualified immunity principle has shielded culpable law enforcement officers from punitive action 

by virtue of their official role. In a recent legal study on qualified immunity, Lindsey de Stefan 

offers what she refers to as “the modern test for qualified immunity.”205 In Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 

the, 

standard for qualified immunity involves two different questions, both of which must be 

answered affirmatively in order for a plaintiff’s suit to proceed against an official: (1) Did 

the defendant violate the plaintiff’s constitutional right?; and (2) Was a constitutional 

right clearly established at the time of the violation?206 

In other words, immunity can be granted to law enforcement officers if they are acting in their 

official capacity and they violate constitutional rights only because the rights of others, 

especially the officers, are being compromised. As a result, law enforcement officers have a 

broad ability to claim immunity on that basis, whether it be in the protection of the public or the 

protection of their own life, especially in resisting arrest cases. As this particular study indicates, 

the qualified immunity standard, especially allowing for a broad interpretation of “clearly 

established right [to violate the constitutional rights of others],” puts the general public in a 

position where “civil [not criminal] liability…[seems to be the only effective] way to 

demonstrate that our officers are our guardians and that they are accountable to us.”207 In one 

case described later, sometimes even civil liability is a hurdle for the families of those killed. 

Civil accountability, although effective at times in terms of money judgements, feels 

watered down to those who have raised the issue of systemic racism within policing. It is just 

another process that comes across as disadvantaging those that share disproportionate levels of 
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death at the hands of the police. What Megan Francis calls “the unmattering of black lives”208 

becomes more apparent and what is painted as accountability comes across as disingenuous, 

especially when the outcomes of these civil cases are shrouded by non-disclosure agreements.   

II. Institutional and Social Instability 

The “protect and serve” ethic of the police requires an appraisal regarding whether that 

ethic has been undermined by the data that has been presented thus far. When “protect” is seen 

by some as “target,” then the integrity of the institution has been compromised; it has been 

corrupted and destabilized. The topic of instability has had a great amount of treatment 

throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. There have been many definitions offered, covering the 

integrity of elites, the institutions they inhabit, and civil society in general. These definitions are 

helpful in conceptualizing the independent variable of this research project: instability.  

From a more traditional perspective, instability itself has been better understood in the 

context of what stability, particularly in political systems, looks like. While defining stability, 

Leon Hurwitz, Keith M. Dowding, and Richard Kimber offer five qualifiers of instability: (1) the 

presence of violence,209 (2) the absence of “government longevity [or] endurance,”210 (3) a 

“constitutional order” perceived as illegitimate,211 (4) frequent “structural change,”212 and (5) 

instability “as a multifaceted societal attribute.”213 When considering the institution of policing, 

one of these qualifiers, more than the others, resonates with the grievances that have been levied 

by BLM and others concerned with systemic racism. The perception of institutional legitimacy 
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becomes corrupted when a particular group, in this case black Americans, feels targeted and not 

protected by police. The perception becomes even more entrenched when the data is available to 

substantiate that concern. Laura S. Underkuffler, writing on institutional corruption, speaks to the 

reason why so many see the institutionally undermining actions of some officials as 

compromising the legitimacy of that very institution. “We are outraged because of the evil, the 

arrogance, the flagrant disregard of deeply entrenched social norms that their tenure exhibits.”214 

As U.S. Senator and former presidential candidate said, institutional corruption, and the 

delegitimizing tide that follows, creates an atmosphere of “cynicism and discouragement.”215  

Instability also has the capacity to shake things up in a way that brings disparate parties to 

the table. A competing perspective on instability is that, especially when it is experienced outside 

the bounds of institutions and more in the realm of civil society, it can “impel negotiation” 

among an otherwise “bystander public.”216 In this light, instability can be healthy for systemic 

issues. David Waddington has commented on the tendency to see instability on the part of civil 

society as merely protests and riots wrought with “spontaneity, emotionality, and 

destructiveness.”217 Through this competing lens, there is an evident void in traditional thinking 

that, while amplifying the propensities of the protestors, observers gloss over their 

“grievances”218 their “underlying political motives and rationality”219 and the “flashpoint”220 that 

sparked their engagement.  
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) commented on this point extensively when he 

encouraged non-violent civil disobedience. In his “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” he stresses 

the point that injustice necessitates tension: 

Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in the mind so that 

individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half truths to the unfettered realm 

of creative analysis and objective appraisal, so must we see the need for nonviolent 

gadflies to create the kind of tension in society that will help men rise from the dark 

depths of prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of understanding and 

brotherhood.221 

For King, the system he sought to upset was unstable; injustice is unstable. Privilege pervaded 

the system and systemically excluded people of color from both the political process and the 

national community at large. However, as he pointed out, “privileged groups seldom give up 

their privileges voluntarily.”222 This atmosphere required tension to upset the imbalance. 

Interestingly, the American Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s and the BLM movement of the 

2010s and 2020s differ from a tactical perspective. According to Clarissa Rile Hayward, the 

tactics of the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, particularly non-violent lunch counter sit-ins, 

were successful in the “contrast they drew between peaceful protestors and violent racists.”223 

The act of them sitting silently was the message. On the other hand, BLM has adopted more 

“face-to-face confrontation” tactics. 224   

 Instability–in this case meaning “disruption”225 that can “impel negotiation”226–can put 

an otherwise ignorant subset of the public in a position where they must pay attention. This is 

especially meaningful when political elites are “forced to take sides” because the disruption is 

loud enough and precisely targeted enough for “communities and...people who otherwise never 
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have to think or feel” the pain of black communities to begin taking it into consideration.227 

Disruption has the capacity to encourage a consensus that could start merely as the belief that we 

as a nation need to be concerned about these issues; and that they matter and should not be 

ignored. The issue of doing something about it on an institutional level becomes a whole other 

matter. However, the seed has been planted for not just the public but for political elites to be put 

in a position where they are “forced to take sides.”228  

III. Institutional versus Public Consensus 

 The distinction within the dependent variable–between broad, general, or public levels of 

consensus and the actual legislative products, executive action, or judicial adjudication that is 

considered institutional consensus–is significant. This research is ultimately concerned with 

gauging the move in institutional consensus following public instances of consensus, such as 

protests and trends in polling. Recent polling data points to a spike in support for BLM following 

George Floyd’s death. In June 2020, for the first time since BLM started making headlines, a 

majority of the American public supported the movement.229 However, this does not mean that 

the particular majority that supports BLM also supports specific legislation to ban police 

chokeholds, to hold police criminally accountable in these high-profile cases, or to enact 

executive action that meaningfully addresses the issue of police brutality and not just offers 

incentives to enact accountability measures.230 Research on the concept of consensus has offered 

numerous perspectives. In light of the discussion on systemic racism, this distinction between 
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institutional and public consensus is meaningful. Hence, it may help to zoom out a bit and 

examine the concept in general. 

 One school of thought on consensus sees the role of political elites as crucial. A clear-cut 

way to define consensus is to say that consensus has been reached when a legislative measure is 

both passed and signed into law. Bryan D. Jones, James L. True, and Frank R. Baumgartner see 

the challenge of arriving at institutional consensus and define it as “trends in incrementalism” 

where consensus should be viewed in degrees, or what he calls “increases in consensus.”231 This 

sheds light on a key issue with the concept: consensus hardly ever involves agreement on both 

the ends and the means. Almost always, the means are where political elites become hung up. 

Due to this struggle over the means, other authors, such as Hugh Bochel and Andrew Defty, have 

offered definitions of consensus that can account for this challenge.  

According to Bochel and Defty, even before the means can be addressed, there is a 

process of “convergence” on the ends among political elites that allows for “more substantive 

convergence”232 on the means over time and as new coalitions develop. The institutional 

consensus that this school of thought offers matters in terms of addressing the concern of those 

who are seeking a more meaningful discussion on systemic racism. As Rhea Boyd put it, the goal 

is “a shift in policy and resources that prioritize black lives. Don’t tell us black lives matter if 

you can’t show us in your institution and organization how they do.”233 This point highlights 

how even when institutions reach a consensus, that consensus is still subject to ongoing public 

appraisal.  
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 Another perspective on consensus speaks to the reality that it is not just institutional 

consensus that matters in terms of creating change and moving forward in a way that reflects at 

least some broad-based agreement on political issues. Like one piece of research presented in the 

section on instability, sometimes what matters is not what is voted for but the act of putting 

political elites in a position where they are “forced to take sides.”234 Furthermore, this pressure is 

sometimes simply, as Hans Peter Gruner puts it, an effort to reach “an implicit agreement not to 

vote for extreme policy proposals.”235 This is largely accomplished through public not 

institutional pressure. In particular, David Waddington says that protests, especially those that 

are of the scale of the ones following George Floyd’s death, can force “a ‘moment of critical 

reflection’ in which the chronically troublesome issues which have become almost 

subconsciously submerged as ‘natural’ parts of the everyday lives of particular sections of 

society suddenly become salient and contentious.”236 The increased “salien[ce] and contention” 

237 comes as a result of broad-based, public consensus on an issue: in this case, systemic racism 

within policing and the instability of their lethal use of force procedures.  

 Public consensus, as opposed to institutional consensus, reflects an attempt to move the 

needle of progress in some way, especially when institutions are not delivering outcomes that are 

consistent with their mission. This consensus is evident in the protests that follow the death of 

someone at the hands of the police, especially when the details of that death create confusion and 

beg for answers from political institutions, such as local law enforcement agencies and district 

attorneys. These protests are wrought with emotion, and their message is one that demands not 

just answers but institutional reform. In addition, trends in polling data that reflect greater regard 
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for the issue of systemic racism generally and police accountability in particular represent a red 

flag for political institutions. In the eyes of the public, the expectations they have for the 

institution of policing, specifically, are far removed from the outcomes that are being realized. 

This gap is not sustainable, and this research intends to find out whether that gap begins to close 

in the presence of public consensus.  

IV. Methodology 

The methodology of this research project will be an “extreme”238 case study. In the 

“extreme-case method,” a particular case has an “extreme value on an independent (X1) or 

dependent (Y) variable of interest.” 239 For the purposes of this research, the independent 

variable, institutional instability and black death-by-police rates higher than the black percentage 

of the state population as a proxy, is especially extreme in the case of Utah. From 2017–2019, 

Utah had a black death-by-police rate 17 times higher than the black percentage of the state 

population. The next closest state was Rhode Island where the black death-by-police rate was 

nearly 9 times higher than the black percentage of the state population. The entire U.S. had a rate 

2 times higher than the national black percentage of the population.240  

The “extreme-case method” is helpful in that measuring “extremeness” is an exercise in 

understanding the “prototypic or paradigmatic [nature] of some phenomena of interest.”241 To 

put it another way, “concepts are often defined by their extremes.” 242 Therefore, when 

conceptualizing institutional instability, the tendency is to focus on instances of instability that 

clearly show a distinctiveness from an institution that is producing outcomes commensurate to 
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the expectations of society as a whole, not just a particular subset. Utah is clearly distinct in light 

of the U.S. average. Given that the “extreme-case method” is “exploratory” in nature, the 

“possible causes” of institutional instability and the “possible effects” of public consensus will 

be pursued in an “open-ended” manner that leaves itself open to “evolv[ing] hypothes[es].”243  

The operating hypothesis is that institutional instability has a positive relationship with 

public consensus and public consensus has a positive effect on institutional consensus. This 

hypothesis could be characterized as a circular relationship where institutional instability begins 

the process of consensus-building, first within the public and then within institutions. As reform 

is realized through institutional consensus, the public then begins another phase of appraisal 

where the integrity of the reforms are gauged. Using data from January 2017–July 2020, Utah 

will be “describe[d] and analyze[d]” in manner that is “comprehensive” and accounts for 

“context.”244 Instances of public and institutional consensus during this time period will be 

described and measured in terms of their effect. Values that will be taken into consideration are 

timelines for bodycam footage release, the presence or absence of charges brought against 

officers in lethal use of force encounters, the presence or absence of civil suits by families of the 

victim, polling data on BLM, and police accountability protests with 10 or more attendees.  

V. The Utah Case: Has Public Consensus Prompted Institutional Consensus? 

Out of the 36 people killed by police in Utah between 2017 and 2019, 6 were black. That 

represents about a 17% share in the death-by-police rate245 despite blacks being only about 1% of 

the population in the state.246 Utah, having a black death-by-police rate 17 times higher than the 

black share of the state population, is an extreme example of how fatal police use of force is used 
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disproportionately against blacks.247 There are some metrics that are more meaningful than 

others in terms of why certain cases receive attention from families of the victims and activists. 

The Washington Post keeps a database on police shootings that have occurred since 2015. Aside 

from demographic data, some of the metrics The Post takes into account regarding those who 

have been shot and killed are mental illness, whether there was bodycam recording, whether or 

not the individual was fleeing from police, and what kind of weapon (if any) they were armed 

with.248 To be clear, 

The Post is documenting only those shootings in which a police officer, in the line of 

duty, shoots and kills a civilian — the circumstances that most closely parallel the 2014 

killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Mo., which began the protest movement 

culminating in Black Lives Matter and an increased focus on police accountability 

nationwide. The Post is not tracking deaths of people in police custody, fatal shootings by 

off-duty officers or non-shooting deaths.249 

These details matter to both the public at large and institutional actors who are both adjudicating 

individual cases and deciding on whether broader, institutional reform is warranted. This case 

study will examine both the public and institutional consensus regarding what should be done 

following these lethal use of force encounters between police and blacks. 

Patrick Harmon 

In the summer of 2017, a black male, armed with a knife, was shot in the back by Salt 

Lake City police as he was fleeing on foot. Patrick Harmon was staying at a shelter in Salt Lake 

City and according to a lawsuit filing from his estate, “was stopped [on August 13th]…riding a 

bicycle without a red tail light.”250 While being taken into custody for an active felony warrant, 
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“Harmon pulled his arms away from the officers and strained to break free.”251 He began running 

away from police when one officer “drew his TASER” and a second officer, who had already 

drawn his gun, yelled, “’I’ll fucking shoot you!’ and immediately fired three shots in rapid 

succession.”252 Almost simultaneously, the other officer “fired his TASER” and “Harmon fell 

immediately to the ground.”253 From released bodycam footage, it’s clear that both the officer 

that shot Harmon and the officer that fired his TASER “did not issue any commands or 

warnings…other than yelling, ‘I’ll fucking shoot you!’ less than a second before opening fire.”254 

Later that night, Harmon died as a result of three gunshot wounds, two in his lower back and one 

that entered in the back of his upper thigh, which “injured the femoral artery…causing 

significant blood loss.” 255 

Following Harmon’s death, there were two instances of public consensus in the form of 

protest: one which resulted in institutional consensus and one that did not at least directly. First, 

on September 30th, about 80 protesters, including Harmon’s family, “gathered to call for the 

release of [police] body camera footage” and express “confusion over how the shooting 

happened.”256 One participant said, “This is about transparency.”257 Another said “[Black people 

are] still scared to carry knives. . .because soon as [police] see us with them, they see a threat, 

and there you go getting shot.”258 Officer Clinton Fox, who shot and killed Harmon, alleged he 

was going for a knife in his pocket and verbally threatening the officers, “You’ll get cut…I’m 
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gonna cut you.” From the “three bodycam angles,” none support these allegations.259 Lex Scott, 

the head of Black Lives Matter Utah, was in attendance. She said, “Black people have the right 

to make it to trial. We don't care if you have a criminal record a mile long. We deserve our day in 

court.”260 Patrick Harmon and the family he left behind never received their day in court. A civil 

suit, filed in 2019, was dismissed in the summer of 2020. However, institutions were moved 

toward consensus, prompted by rallies like the one on September 30th.  

On October 4th, District Attorney Sim Gill released bodycam footage showing the 

encounter between Harmon and police as well as a decision that criminal charges would not be 

pursued against Officer Fox. His “use of deadly force was ‘justified’ under Utah State law.”261 

Even though this was an institutional win for those seeking “transparency”262 in the September 

30th protests, it lacked a sense of justice in that police officers were not being held accountable. 

Due to the protestors’ continuing anger and frustration, another rally was held the weekend 

following the release of Sim Gill’s letter. On October 8th, “more than 100 people gathered 

outside the Salt Lake City Public Safety Building”263 to protest how Harmon’s case had been 

handled. Participants are remembered saying things like “We are here to show our anger, our 

disappointment.”264 Others said, “This is the civil rights movement of our generation and it's 

time to show up and get involved.”265 Interestingly, in a form of institutional consensus, a Salt 

Lake City Citizen’s Review Board was established. However, it lacked the power to “have an 
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impact on how the city is policed.”266 A central recommendation from the board was that “body 

cam video [be] released no less than 24 hours after any officer-involved critical event, unedited, 

[and] with full sound.”267 

In the case of Patrick Harmon, the Salt Lake City Police Department demonstrated an 

instance of institutional instability. The officer who killed Harmon shot him in the back as he 

was running away, gave a verbal announcement that he was going to fire only seconds before he 

shot, and employed lethal force nearly simultaneously with a less-than-lethal measure (TASER). 

Additionally, the evidence is scant that Harmon had a knife, was reaching for it, and verbally 

threatened officers that he was going to use the knife on them. Despite this instance of instability, 

two rallies followed Harmon’s death that demanded bodycam footage be released and charges be 

brought against the officer. Although the bodycam footage was released only a few days 

following the rally, the district attorney decided not to pursue charges and an eventual civil suit 

was pursued by Harmon’s family, where the proceedings were dismissed when a judge ruled 

“that what officers did was ‘legally, objectively reasonable.’”268 However, with the help of a 

second, larger rally, a Citizen’s Review Board was established. In a November 2021 ruling, “the 

10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals overturned a lower court’s decision to dismiss a lawsuit filed 

by the family of Patrick Harmon, Sr. against the Salt Lake City Police Department,” stating that 

“Mr. Harmon was unarmed and did not start back toward the officers. Accepting these facts as 

true, use of deadly force would not be justified.”269  

Elijah James Smith 
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In the aftermath of Patrick Harmon’s death, a younger black man, Elijah Smith, armed 

with a screwdriver, was gunned down while attempting to hide from police. On April 8th, 2018, 

Smith, 20, was reported to be involved in a retail theft following a 911 call. Police pursued him 

on foot through a residential neighborhood until Smith “took refuge in [someone’s] garage.”270 

Three officers entered the home and headed toward the garage. The first officer to enter had his 

TASER drawn, while the second two, “Officers Green and Wright went in with their service 

weapons drawn.”271 Smith was “hiding in a corner behind a parked vehicle. The officers 

identified themselves and ordered Smith to ‘get your hands up’ and ‘get your hand out of your 

pocket.’”272 Smith had raised one hand, but the other kept moving from the up position to his 

front pants pocket. The officers continued shouting commands, and Smith revealed that he had a 

screwdriver in his front pants pocket. While he was slowly moving toward the officers, “Officer 

Martinez fired his TaserTM, making contact with Mr. Smith, and Officer Green fired his service 

weapon three times toward Mr. Smith.”273 Martinez’s TASER deployment and Green’s service 

weapon shots happened “within two seconds of each other”274 and only 24 seconds after the 

officers had entered the garage, according to West Valley City Police Chief, Colleen Jacobs.275  

One week following Smith’s death on April 14th, family members and other protestors 

assembled outside the West Valley City Building to express their sense of injustice and demand 
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“body camera footage…and the firing of the officer who fired the fatal shot.”276 Around 50 

participants showed up to support Smith and call for police accountability. One advocate, David 

Newlin, organizer for Utah Against Police Brutality (UAPB), told the crowd that he “believes 

the…police pulled out their guns before thinking.”277 Other protestors shouted, “Black Lives 

Matter” and “He was not a threat…justice for Elijah.”278 Members of his family said the police 

“cut his dreams” and “an innocent life was taken.”279 This disruption did help nudge the West 

Valley City Police to release bodycam footage 3 days later.  

However, the district attorney did not weigh-in on criminal culpability for Officer Green 

until 5 months later. In the case of Patrick Harmon, it took less than 2 months. In the interim, 

public frustration began to grow. On May 3rd, a group of 20 protesters filed into the West Valley 

City Police Department lobby and “for two solid hours, chants of ‘Justice for Elijah!’ and 

‘Community control now!’ filled every inch of the small space.”280 The protestors, led by 

“UAPB organizer Carly Halderman,” also “shared stories about why they fight police violence 

and talked about what they think community control should look like.”281 Another organizer, 

Jacob Jensen, commented on how close together the TASER deployment and fatal shots 

happened. He said it raises the important question of “which officer acted correctly?”282 Officers 

Martinez and Green “can’t both be right. If the cop that used a less-than-lethal method was 
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correct, then the cop who killed Elijah was wrong.”283 From Jensen’s perspective, an institutional 

process–police use of lethal force–has been delegitimized by a clear instance of no established 

standard.   

On September 20th, District Attorney Sim Gill, released a letter to the West Valley City 

Police Chief, the Sheriff of the Unified Police Department of Greater Salt Lake, and the public at 

large. Although Officer Green never offered a statement as to his state of mind when he fired the 

fatal shots, Gill was able to conclude that he “would be legally entitled to the affirmative defense 

of ‘justification’ under Utah State Law.”284 Under the particular law Gill is referencing (Utah 

Code § 76-2-404(1)), a person’s “imminent use of unlawful force, infliction or threatened 

infliction of death or serious bodily injury, or [delay in] apprehension” that would “inflict…death 

or serious bodily injury” are all qualifiers for an officer’s legitimate use of force.285 Hence, the 

Smith case qualified Green for justified use of force.  

Although in Smith’s case, institutional consensus was reached in terms of gaining 

transparency of how the events of April 8th transpired through bodycam footage, the public 

consensus over police accountability that manifested over multiple protests did not produce a 

result that both held Officer Green accountable and set an institutional standard for other 

officers. However, as one protester put it, institutional instability had been spotlighted in that 

there was not a clear process of when lethal force should be employed, especially when there are 

multiple officers involved and especially when one has less-than-lethal capability: Officers 

Martinez and Green “can’t both be right. If the cop that used a less-than-lethal method was 

correct, then the cop who killed Elijah was wrong.”286 In two separate cases, a TASER was 
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deployed almost simultaneously with a service weapon. This institutional process, lacking a clear 

standard, is unstable.  

Diamonte Riviore 

In late 2018, there was yet another case of a young black man, armed with a knife, who 

was tased and fatally shot at the same time. On October 11th, the mother of Diamonte Riviore’s 

girlfriend called 911. She reported that Riviore was “holding a knife to [her] daughter’s 

throat.”287 Three West Jordan Police Department officers were dispatched to their apartment. 

One of these officers, Brian White, “had arrested Mr. Riviore in connection with a domestic 

dispute, involving the same victim, the previous week.”288 When the officers arrived at the 

apartment, Riviore’s girlfriend answered the door with her daughter in her arms and told the 

officers that Riviore “had [a] knife and that he was ‘in the back.’”289 The officers proceeded to 

the back bedroom where they could hear Riviore in the bathroom with the door cracked. The 

three officers could see through the cracked door that Riviore was holding a knife. He started 

making motions with the knife as he quickly opened and closed the door a few times but did not 

advance towards the officers. Two of the officers, both with the last name Jones, “drew their 

tasers, while Officer White drew his service weapon.”290 They started issuing commands for 

Riviore to “come out and drop the knife.”291 Both officers with TASERs “attempted 

unsuccessfully to [use] less-lethal force”292 due to Riviore quickly cracking and then shutting the 

door. The officers claimed that Riviore made one final attempt to open the door and “step 
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out…as if he were going to lunge out of the door at us.”293 This time, Officer White fired his 

service weapon three times after which Riviore “retreated into the bathroom, closing the door, 

and locking it.”294 After breaking down the door and discovering Riviore lying flat on the ground 

and bleeding out from the gunshot wounds, the officers tried unsuccessfully to revive him. 295  

It was six months until Salt Lake County District Attorney Sim Gill released both 

bodycam footage from the officers as well as his decision on whether to bring charges against 

Officer White. In an April 25, 2019 letter, Gill wrote that “Officer White’s belief that deadly 

force was necessary to defend himself and/or the other officers on scene is reasonable in light of 

all the facts presented to us in our review.”296 Between the time of Riviore’s death and Gill’s 

decision, there were no protests. Therefore, there was no large public outcry for transparency that 

could nudge institutional actors, such as the West Jordan Police Department or district attorney, 

to release bodycam footage early as was evident in the Harmon and Smith cases.  

Public consensus in the form of protest didn’t occur until June 14, 2020, likely prompted 

by the mounting concern over George Floyd’s death. In this gathering, nearly “200 people 

participated in a rally, which included a march from Marin City to Mill Valley.”297 Marin City, 

California was Riviore’s hometown. It seems that the Riviore case is one that supports the 

hypothesis that a lack of public consensus will translate into a lack of institutional consensus. 

The fact that there were no protests following Riviore’s death contributed to the delay on the part 

of institutional actors to release bodycam footage. In the Harmon and Smith cases, protests that 

quickly followed their deaths prompted a quick release of bodycam footage. However, despite 
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this crucial difference between Riviore’s case and the others, it shares the quality of spotlighting 

an institutional process breakdown. Specifically, the tendency of officers to issue commands just 

before using lethal force as well as the tendency to deploy both less-than-lethal and lethal force 

simultaneously is indicative of an institution that is unstable and in need of process 

improvement.  

VI. Consensus Moving into 2020 

Interestingly, in July of 2020, the district attorney that was involved in all three cases, 

Sim Gill, “sent a letter to every state lawmaker, that included his ideas and suggestions for 

changing laws and police policy when it comes to use of force.”298 In the letter, Gill included 22 

suggestions that he thinks could assuage the frustrations involving the “expectations of the 

community collid[ing] so strongly with what the law requires[;] a re-examination of what the law 

is, and a fulsome discussion of where it might go, is not just timely but crucial.”299 Gill, as a 

central institutional actor, shows a kind of consensus on use of deadly force methods and laws 

supporting the practice. It seems from Gill’s letter that he and others in a position of political 

power agree that the disparity between the “expectations of the community”300 and the practices 

of law enforcement officers in deadly force incidents needs to be addressed. However, he goes 

beyond acknowledging reconciliation between those two factors as an end worth pursuing. He 

clearly articulates the means in the form of changes to the law that could support this 

reconciliation.  
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Additionally, polling data from Utah indicates a shift in concern for these matters. The 

BLM movement has made among other police accountability measures “more use of less than 

lethal weapons”301 a focus of their awareness efforts. A poll conducted by CIVIQS and The New 

York Times points to a positive trend toward greater regard and support for BLM. Between April 

2017 and July 2020, support for BLM among Utah respondents has increased 13% (from 29% to 

42%).302 As further evidence for a jump in support for BLM, especially following George 

Floyd’s death, there have been 13 major police accountability protests in Utah from May 2020 to 

July 18, 2020.303 In total, these protests saw nearly 5,000 participants, many of whom showed up 

multiple days in a row.304 Likely the most significant measure of institutional consensus during 

this period was the Utah governor, Gary Herbert, signing a police chokehold ban into law.305 In 

the legislature, the measure passed by a 69–5 margin.306 The character of this bill’s passage 

could fairly be characterized as overwhelming institutional consensus prompted by the public 

consensus lawmakers saw in the streets for days on end.  

VII. Conclusion 

Institutional instability, evident in confusing instances of deadly use of force processes by 

police in Utah, has given rise to public consensus, some instances of which have prompted 

institutional consensus. In both the Patrick Harmon and Elijah Smith cases, protests following 

their deaths, which called for transparency surrounding the details of their fatal encounters with 

police, prompted institutional actors, particularly local police departments and the district 
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attorney to release police bodycam footage quickly. In the case of Diamonte Riviore, it is evident 

that a lack of public consensus results in a lack of institutional consensus, particularly when it 

comes to the decision to release bodycam footage. In all three of these cases, there was confusion 

among both the public and the district attorney regarding why less-than-lethal measures like 

TASERs were deployed simultaneously with lethal force. This tendency for lethal and less-than-

lethal methods to be used essentially simultaneously represents a process breakdown.  

In his July 2020 letter to Utah lawmakers, District Attorney Sim Gill spoke on this issue.  

Out of his 22 recommendations, there are a few that apply directly to the context of these cases: 

- Require that law enforcement use the least lethal force that is reasonably available, 

effective, and make the defense of justification unavailable when an officer fails to do so.  

- Require that law enforcement attempt de-escalation or non-escalation whenever 

reasonably possible and make the defense of justification unavailable when an officer 

fails to do so.  

- Limit or eliminate qualified immunity for excessive force cases based on state law. 

- Always require an oral warning prior to the use of deadly force and consider mandating 

the warning be unambiguous or further defined.  

- Improve and mandate extensive officer training on the value and effective uses of less 

than lethal force.  

- Improve and mandate extensive officer training on the value and effective uses of de-

escalation techniques. 

- Develop policies addressing use of force when the suspect is fleeing and once the threat 

posed by a suspect is sufficiently abated.307  

Although some of these training recommendations have been implemented by police 

departments, the changes regarding matters of law have received less attention. It is clear from 

the chokehold ban, passed in June of 2020, that a great degree of public consensus is needed to 

move the needle on levels of institutional consensus. However, public consensus, even on a 

small scale, matters in terms of producing institutional change. Specifically, the presence of 

protests following a confusing, unstable instance of lethal, police use of force has a positive 

impact on the timely release of bodycam footage. This same public consensus however, does not 
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account for much change when it comes to more impactful institutional consensus, such as 

officers being criminally charged, or police reform measures being passed at the state-level. For 

this kind of institutional change to trigger, levels of public consensus must be immense as is 

evident in the protests following George Floyd’s death.   
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Chapter III 

 

Rapid Confederate Monument Removal Amidst Heritage Laws: 

Was 2020 a Critical Juncture for North Carolina? 

In May of 2017, Mayor Mitch Landrieu of New Orleans gave a speech about the removal 

of Confederate monuments. He said, 

Monuments purposefully celebrate a fictional, sanitized Confederacy; ignoring the death, 

ignoring the enslavement, and the terror that it actually stood for.308 

While he was giving the speech, four monuments were being removed after a nearly one-and-a-

half-year legal battle. In December 2015, the New Orleans City Council voted 6-1 to remove 

these monuments,309 but their decision was quickly met by a two-pronged attack. First, the 

United States 5th Circuit Court of Appeals issued an injunction,310 halting the city’s removal of 

the monuments pending arguments from multiple parties suing the city. Second, the Louisiana 

Legislature attempted to pass a bill which would “block local governments…from removing 

Confederate monuments.”311 In the end both attacks failed, and the four monuments in New 

Orleans were removed pursuant to the original city council vote. However, Louisiana lacked 

what other former Confederate states had as a means to legally enshrine the protection of these 

monuments. The strength of these legal protections has determined how quickly monuments 

have come down.  
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Legal obstacles to Confederate monument removal are commonly referred to as Heritage 

Laws. These laws provide for “statewide uniformity of regulation”312 regarding the “process for 

both protection and removal of Confederate monuments.”313 Despite the strength of these laws in 

preventing local determination on the issue of monument removal, there has been a short period 

of rapid change following George Floyd’s murder and the social unrest that ensued in the 

summer of 2020; this is known in the literature as a critical juncture. In particular, states with 

Heritage Laws have seen monuments falling at an unprecedented rate. Two of these states—

North Carolina and South Carolina—have Heritage Laws on the books, yet one has deviated 

from their path of institutionalizing monument protection and the other has stayed the course. 

The conditions that give rise to a break from institutionalization and shape a critical juncture can 

be illuminated by an investigation of these states’ differing outcomes. At first glance, it seems 

that Heritage Laws that provide for a monument removal request or review process outside the 

state legislature could be characterized as weaker than laws that require legislative approval 

without alternative “venues of policy action”314 such as executive branch review boards.  

Understanding political change, especially the rapid change that is at the heart of this 

research, is a necessary component for explaining political phenomena. Scholars have coined the 

term “critical juncture”315 to account for rapid change following a “period of extreme 

stability.”316 Typically, critical juncture theory can be found within the body of literature known 

as historical institutionalism or political development studies. The importance of rapidity within 
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that literature lies in the thinking that “long-term development patterns can hinge on 

distant…decisions of the past.”317 Patterns of stability—what Leon Hurwitz calls institutional 

“endurance—”318 develop from these flashpoints. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the 

institutions—those “organizations, rules, and policies—”319 that shape political life requires an 

investigation of the critical moment that cultivated them.    

This paper’s focus on institutional arrangements speaks to a distinctive facet of the Black 

Lives Matter (BLM) movement. Namely, focusing on winning the sympathy of an otherwise 

bystander public—something the American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s 

sought—is not a primary concern for BLM. Rather, as this paper will suggest, a direct attack on 

symbols of American white supremacy and European colonialism, as well as the institutions that 

have allowed systemic racism to manifest, are central objects of concern for BLM. Their efforts, 

in contrast to the mid-20th century civil rights movement, are an attempt to redefine rather than 

revive the promise of America’s founding. That redefinition involves recognizing modes of 

subjugation and dominance as crucial elements of the American story. It involves a distinction 

between the promise of American liberalism and its practice.   

Against the backdrop of rapid change for the institution of Confederate monument 

protection, this research will be divided into seven sections. Section I will lay out the path by 

which Confederate monument protection has been institutionalized and how 2020 could be 

characterized as a significant upheaval to this path. Section II will provide an academic review of 

literature on the topic of rapid change following a “period of extreme stability.”320 Scholars call 

this cadence of change a critical juncture. Section III will explain the comparative case study 
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methodology used to produce this research. Section IV will offer a legislative and historical 

analysis of Heritage Laws in North and South Carolina in order to tease out the legal nuances 

that may account for differences in monument removal outcomes. Sections V and VI are case 

studies of North and South Carolina’s experience with Confederate Monuments in 2020, taking 

into account Heritage Laws that may differ in meaningful ways. Finally, Section VII offers a 

conclusion that weighs the findings against the hypothesis—that Heritage Law strength is a 

significant determinant for the cadence of Confederate monument removal. This could further be 

characterized as a negative relationship between Heritage Law strength and monument removal 

or relocation numbers.  

I. The Path of Institutionalizing Monument Protection 

Heritage Laws have characterized the institutionalization of Confederate monument 

protection. Confederate monuments started being erected in 1861.321 However, the majority of 

monuments in places of public prominence today were not put in place until the early-20th 

century and were donations to municipalities by private organizations, such as the United 

Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC).322 This timeliness factor points to the perception that these 

monuments had less to do with memorializing figures of the Confederacy and more to do with a 

re-telling and sanitizing of American history. “Most of these Confederate monuments were built 

during the Jim Crow era and in response to the civil rights movement — a sign that they were 

meant to explicitly represent white supremacy in the South.”323 The earliest efforts to enshrine 

the protection of these monuments in law was a 1904 statute passed in Virginia. It allowed for 

the county circuit court and board of supervisors to approve the placement of Confederate 
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monuments on public property. However, local governments within the county did not have any 

legal avenue for removing them.324  

This theme of local governments lacking the legal power to remove monuments is shared 

by other states with Heritage Laws on the books. The two states in question for this research—

North Carolina and South Carolina—both require local governments to either appeal an 

executive branch appointed review board or the state legislature in order to legally remove or 

relocate monuments on public property.325 Although their Heritage Laws were established in 

2015 and 2000 respectively, both states had very few removals over their history. According to a 

database maintained by the Southern Poverty Law Center, North Carolina has had 154 symbols 

of the Confederacy326 erected since their first in 1868.327 Only 24 have been removed.328 South 

Carolina has raised 194329 since 1867.330 Through the state’s history, two have been removed.331 

It seems that despite the recent institutionalization of monument protection in these two states, 

the path towards widespread removal has not historically deviated. In fact, with the recent 

establishment of Heritage Laws, that path is even further dependent upon the traditional 

narrative; Confederate monuments in the Carolinas do not come down. Despite the history and 

institutional incentive, vis-à-vis Heritage Laws, to stay on this path, 2020 has presented a 

juncture by which this path of dependence could be upended.  
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The summer of 2020 has represented a critical juncture for the institutionalization of 

monument protection. On June 6, 2020, less than 2 weeks following George Floyd’s murder, 

500,000 people across the United States rallied for greater police accountability and to raise 

awareness regarding the dynamic nature of systemic racism.332 One issue symbolizing the 

sanctioned nature of systemic racism for activists was the prevalence of Confederate monuments, 

especially in former Confederate states. According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, 93 

Confederate symbols have been removed or relocated since George Floyd’s murder (May 25, 

2020-September 15, 2020).333 Compare this to 67 being removed or relocated over the course of 

the previous three years (2017-2019).334 A few months carried with it more change than multiple 

years. That change could be measured. The independent variable despite this rapid change was 

the presence of Heritage Laws. The dependent variable—monument removal—measures 

differently for the two states in question. North Carolina had 18 monuments removed or 

relocated while South Carolina had none.335 What conditions allowed for a disparate number of 

Confederate monuments to come down in North Carolina versus South Carolina despite both 

states having Heritage Laws on the books? A comparative case study of the two states will show 

that the strength of Heritage Laws determines if a course of path dependence continues or if a 

critical juncture upends the status quo and a period of rapid change ensues that delegitimizes the 

existing law. There is a negative relationship between the strength of Heritage Laws and the 

number of Confederate monuments that are removed or relocated. 

II. Critical Junctures: Upending Path Dependence in Swift Fashion 
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The literature on institutional change and critical junctures can trace its roots back as 

early as the 1940s.336 In particular, the motivation behind studying “the role of timing and 

sequence” in institutional change was driven by a desire to better understand “administrative 

capacities and organizational routines of national bureaucracies.”337 However, this scholarly 

drive did not develop without internal strife. Institutions— “the rules, norms, and practices that 

organize and constitute social relations—”338 change based on certain conditions.  In the absence 

of these conditions, institutions generally maintained a steady path. This stability is known in the 

literature as path dependence and institutionalization serves as a proxy for that stability.339 

Institutionalization is widely thought “to generate stability…by limiting the range of alternatives 

actors confront.”340 The “rules, norms, and practices”341 that constitute institutions are more 

widely accepted than those “alternatives.”342 Therefore, a dependent relationship develops 

between society and the norms they have enshrined in their institutions. However, according to 

scholars, these relationships can take different forms.  

The relationship between society and its institutionalized norms develops according to 

certain debated conditions within the literature. These conditions can be outlined in four 

categories: (1) the image of a particular policy and the institutional venue in which that policy 

seems most appropriately assigned,343 (2) agency and contingency,344 (3) historical sequence and 
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crisis,345 and (4) weak institutions.346 The review that follows will adjudicate between these 

scholarly points of view and offer a plausible explanation regarding the recent context of rapid 

change presented in the introduction. 

Policy image and institutional venue represent dynamic conditions that certainly give 

shape to critical junctures. According to Baumgartner and Jones, critical junctures are “short 

bursts of rapid change” following a “period of extreme stability.”347 The rapid nature of this 

change is fueled by “an interaction between [policy] image and [institutional] venue.”348 This 

interaction has the capacity to “create, destroy, or alter policy subsystems.”349 Sometimes, these 

changes, or outright destruction of “subsystems,”350 occur over a long period of time which 

would not constitute a critical juncture. Quick, “rapid”351 change is a necessary feature of their 

definition. However, when “dramatic events” occur, “opportunities”352 are presented for the 

manipulation of policy “image” and institutional “venue,” or “avenues of appeal for the 

disaffected.”353 In other words, at certain moments the perfect storm for institutional change 

arrives. However, this conceptualization of institutional venue as a necessary critical juncture 

condition does not seem as meaningful in the case of Confederate monument removal in states 

with Heritage Laws. These laws restrict venue shopping by providing a specific venue for action, 

appeal, or review. For North Carolina, that is the executive branch. For South Carolina, it is the 
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legislative branch. Despite this conceptual shortcoming for this particular inquiry, Baumgartner 

and Jones still offer another condition: policy image.  

When it concerns “image,” the focus can sometimes shift from a more technical aspect of 

policy to an “ethical [or] social” focus where a “broader range of participants can suddenly 

become involved.”354 When it comes to “venue,” rhetorical shifts can highlight certain positive 

aspects of a policy and imagine new “avenues of appeal” where the historically “disaffected” can 

finally be heard.355 Of course, this approach seems to be missing emphasis on an important 

component of change: agency. Without effective, incentivized agents, shifting policy “image” 

and imagining new institutional “venues of action” seems like a car without a driver. 356 

Additionally, the policy image condition of critical junctures and the manipulation that can 

accompany it—although present in the fight to both remove and preserve Confederate 

monuments—does not seem as significant as other conditions. Policy image may be significant 

when there is not yet a law on the books, but both states in question have laws on the books. In 

this case, the agency exercised by “powerful actors,”357 in the context of weak or strong Heritage 

Laws, seems like a much more illustrative condition to understanding and adjudicating this 

particular critical juncture.  

The role of agency and contingency in institutional change places the focus on the actors 

involved in decision-making and the palette of choices available to them during moments of 

possible change. Capoccia and Kelemen stress agency and contingency in their work on critical 

junctures and institutional change. Like other scholars, they offer their own definition of critical 

junctures: “relatively short periods of time during which there is a substantially heightened 
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probability that agents’ choices will affect the outcome of interest.”358 Here, “agents’ choices”359 

are a necessary component for critical junctures to occur. Delving deeper into their work, they 

proceed to drive a finer point on their definition and their emphasis on agency:  

Even in moments of social and political fluidity, the decisions of some actors are often 

more influential than those of others in steering institutional development: rather than a 

focus on cumulative small events, a focus on decision-making by powerful actors is 

likely to be more useful in the analysis of critical junctures.360  

In this particular case, the most “powerful actors”361 are the ones that have the capacity to initiate 

these short periods of quick change. Equally as important though is the range of “alternative 

options”362 these “powerful actors”363 have at their disposal in their current political climate. 

Isaiah Berlin calls this framework contingency analysis. For Berlin, contingency analysis is “the 

study of what happened in the context of what could have happened.”364 Contingency, in the 

context of critical junctures, informs the researcher that even though actors are limited by “prior 

conditions,” they do have “real choices.”365 The combination of agency and contingency analysis 

provides a realistic approach regarding what was possible at the point of a critical juncture. 

However, it seems that in raising the point regarding the limitations of actors due to “prior 

conditions,”366 historical analysis must play a key role in comprehensively assessing critical 

junctures.  

 Historical analysis and the sequence of events preceding a critical juncture provide 

important insights regarding the genesis of critical junctures. Sidney Verba sees institutions as 
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having a “tendency to persist.”367 Therefore, critical junctures, or the upending of 

“persist[ing]”368 institutions, seem to be political phenomena worth studying. Verba sees the 

purpose of this sequential, historical analysis as providing “a framework within which causal 

statements can be made about development patterns that extend over a long period of time.”369 

As the other scholars in this review have claimed, institutions that “extend over a long period of 

time”370 fall within the category of path dependence. For Verba, though, this extended path is not 

necessarily uniform. In fact, “a sequential model makes the dependent variable of the first 

proposition the independent variable of the next.”371 In other words, using the variables specific 

to this research, monument removal would eventually begin to affect the composition of Heritage 

Laws once a critical juncture had been traversed, ushering in a new period of path dependence. 

Verba goes on to frame institutional change as “sequences of crises.”372 The nature of a crisis—

that it “requires some governmental innovation and institutionalization if elites are not seriously 

to risk a loss of their position or if the society is to survive—”373 speaks to the reality that crises 

signify a need for rapid change and may prompt a critical juncture. Much of the treatment Verba 

provides on institutional change seems contingent on necessary antecedent conditions, 

particularly crisis. Crisis can speak to another crucial aspect of institutions that certainly has the 

capacity to impact their “creat[ion], destr[uction], or alter[ation]:”374 their strength. 

 Weak institutions have a much greater potential to upend a period of path dependence 

than strong institutions. Capoccia defines institutional strength as “the level of enforcement and 
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the patterns of stability of formal rules.”375 However, the presence of lack of strength exists for 

certain reasons. Levitsky and Murillo see the institutions that last as ones where, 

actors develop expectations of stability and consequently invest in skills, technologies 

and organizations that are appropriate to those institutions… raising the cost of 

institutional replacement.376 

When studying weak institutions, the cost of going back to the drawing board is much lower. 

Actors are more incentivized to pursue institutional “breakdown and replacement”377 rather than 

preventative maintenance measures or even institutional expansion. Therefore, when weak 

institutions are present, “short bursts of rapid change,”378 or critical junctures, are more likely.  In 

a comparative analysis of two seemingly similar institutional arrangements, the presence of a 

weak institution in one of the units of comparison might adequately account for different 

outcomes.  

 Upon review of the literature, it seems that two approaches are most appropriate in 

conceptualizing critical junctures in the context of Confederate monument removal in states with 

Heritage Laws: (1) the role of agency and contingency and (2) the impact of weak institutions. 

This rapid onslaught of Confederate monument removal in states with Heritage Laws, especially 

North Carolina, has occurred in the context of “powerful actors,”379 crucial antecedent 

conditions, and weak enforcement mechanisms or low “level[s] of enforcement.”380 A 

comparative case study will explain the contextual factors present in North Carolina and South 

Carolina, offer relevant cases of local governments and state leaders grappling with the question 

of monument removal, and support the thesis that there is a negative relationship between the 
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strength of Heritage Laws and the number of Confederate monuments that are removed or 

relocated. The following section will provide further explanation of the comparative case study 

methodology that will be employed in this study.  

III. Methodology 

The methodology of this research project will be a comparative case study, questioning 

whether the experience of one “extreme”381 case—North Carolina—constituted a critical 

juncture. In the “extreme-case method,” a particular case has an “extreme value on an 

independent (X1) or dependent (Y) variable of interest.”382 For the purposes of this research, the 

independent variable—Heritage Law presence—is true for both North and South Carolina. The 

dependent variable—monument removal—is quite different while looking at 2020 and the states 

in question. North Carolina had 18 monuments removed or relocated while South Carolina had 

none.383 Due to this degree of disparity in the dependent variable, using “extreme-case 

method”384 will be conducive to the inquiry for an important reason.  

The “extreme-case method” is helpful in that measuring “extremeness” is an exercise in 

understanding the “prototypic or paradigmatic [nature] of some phenomena of interest.”385  To 

put it another way, “concepts are often defined by their extremes.”386 Therefore, when 

conceptualizing critical junctures, the tendency is to focus on instances of “rapid change” that 

clearly show a distinctiveness from a “period of extreme stability.”387 North Carolina’s 2020 

experience seems to offer this distinction. Nearly three-quarters of the Confederate monuments 
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that were removed or relocated in North Carolina since 1868 came down in 2020.388 Given that 

the “extreme-case method” is “exploratory” in nature, the “possible causes” of monument 

removal and the “possible effects” of strong or weak Heritage Laws will be pursued in an “open-

ended” manner that leaves itself open to “evolv[ing] hypothes[es].”389   

Based on the hypothesis—that there is a negative relationship between the strength of 

Heritage Laws and the number of Confederate monuments that are removed or relocated—this 

project will use data from the Southern Poverty Law Center’s database of public symbols of the 

Confederacy.390 Additionally, news articles providing narratives of specific monument removals, 

process challenges, and the government leadership decision-making process will be “describe[d] 

and analyze[d]” in manner that is “comprehensive” and accounts for “context.”391 The following 

comparative case study will explain this extreme outcome for North Carolina and decide whether 

that outcome constituted a critical juncture.    

IV. 2020 and Confederate Monument Removal in the Carolinas: How did Heritage Laws 

Hold Up? 

 North and South Carolina both have a history of Confederate monument protection. In 

terms of enshrining this protection in law, South Carolina passed their Heritage Law in 2000392 

and North Carolina passed their law in 2015.393 Their laws, although similar in nature, have 

marked differences that contributed to different outcomes between the two. This disparate 

outcome occurred when the country as a whole underwent a period of rapid monument removal, 

not just with Civil War monuments but also with any monument that venerated a slave-holder, 
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endorsed a racist worldview, or was party to the subjugation of indigenous people. Additionally, 

the context of 2020—especially highlighting the social unrest and BLM protests following 

George Floyd’s murder—tested the strength of these Heritage Laws as state leaders had to 

consider whether monument removal in certain areas was in the interest of immediate public 

safety.  

This point—that monument removal during 2020 was not exclusive to Civil War 

monuments and that public safety concerns could override their protection—can begin to 

highlight the nuances of these laws and help characterize one as strong and another as weak. In 

the case of North Carolina, their law protects “object[s] of remembrance located on public 

property.”394 It further defines these “object[s] of remembrance”395 as, 

monument[s], memorial[s], plaque[s], statue[s], marker[s], or display[s] of a permanent 

character that commemorate an event, a person, or military service that is part of North 

Carolina’s history. [They] may not be removed, relocated, or altered in any way without 

the approval of the North Carolina Historical Commission.396 

 

The leadership of this commission is “designated by the Governor...[and] serve[s] as chairman at 

the pleasure of the Governor.”397 This institutional scheme allows for greater unilateral action 

compared to institutional designs that require consensus-building and the buy-in of multiple 

public officials (e.g., legislative-driven processes). The law further protects North Carolina 

monuments by stipulating that they “may not be permanently removed,”398 only “relocated to 

sites of similar prominence, honor, visibility, availability, and access that are within the 

boundaries of the[ir] [home] jurisdiction.”399 Interestingly, North Carolina’s Heritage Law was 
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passed “just two weeks after South Carolina removed the Confederate battle flag from its state 

capitol.”400 This fact illustrates that removing Confederate memorials prompts others to seek 

protective measures, like Heritage Laws. In this case, South Carolina’s Confederate battle flag 

removal prompted their neighboring state—North Carolina—to pursue Heritage Law protections.   

 The fact that South Carolina removed the Confederate battle flag from state capitol 

grounds in 2015 does not mean that the state has a history of these sorts of symbolic acts of 

removal. In fact, their Heritage Law, passed in 2000, goes so far as to require two-thirds of the 

state legislature to grant a waiver to state law for monument removal or modification.401 

Specifically, it safeguards, 

monuments or memorials [from the] Revolutionary War, War of 1812, Mexican War, 

War Between the States, Spanish-American War, World War I, World War II, Korean 

War, Vietnam War, Persian Gulf War, [and] Native American [or] African-American 

History.402 

 

The law even goes further to say that monuments cannot be “relocated, removed, disturbed, or 

altered”403 outside of the legislative waiver process. Additionally, “public bod[ies] responsible 

for the...protection, preservation, and care”404 of these monuments (e.g., the United Daughters of 

the Confederacy, not just local governments) are protected in the exercise of their duties under 

the law. Whether Confederate monuments were removed or preserved in 2020 rests upon these 

kinds of nuances in the law.  

There are some notable differences between the laws. Unlike North Carolina, where 

monument removal authority rests in the executive branch (vis-à-vis the state Historical 

Commission), South Carolina’s removal power is solely vested in the state legislature. Another 
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difference worth highlighting is the parameters of protection. North Carolina’s law protects any 

monument that “commemorate[s] an event, a person, or military service that is part of North 

Carolina’s history.”405 In contrast, South Carolina’s law is restrictive to particular military 

campaigns as well as “Native American [or] African-American History.”406 Despite the 

aforementioned protective parameters, it seems the strength of these laws is located in the nature 

of their approval authority. In the case of North Carolina, one individual, the governor, can 

quickly change the disposition of the review commission they appoint to deal with the matter of 

monument removal or invoke public safety as a cause for removal. The governor can also rapidly 

change the historical cadence of monument removal in North Carolina based on how the law was 

constructed and how they, as the “powerful actor,”407 are thinking. In the case of South Carolina, 

the power to “remove or alter”408 monuments rests in the hands of two-thirds of the state 

legislature which can grant a waiver to local governments. There is no review commission, just 

the legislative body which must overcome a steep vote threshold. The following cases will 

explain how the integrity of these states’ Heritage Laws impacted the number of Confederate 

monuments that came down in the Carolinas in 2020.  

North Carolina: The Raleigh Case 

 Less than one month following George Floyd’s murder in Minneapolis, BLM protestors 

in Raleigh “climbed and successfully toppled two statues from the Confederate monument 

outside of the North Carolina Capitol building.”409 Even though the protest was eventually 

quelled by police, “several officers were injured.”410 The following day, Governor Roy Cooper 
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ordered the remainder of the two damaged monuments and another “removed from the state 

Capitol grounds to protect public safety.”411 Interestingly, two years prior, North Carolina had 

exercised the formal provisions of their Heritage Act and these same three monuments were kept 

in place per a decision by the North Carolina Historical Commission.412 However, the summer of 

2020 was a much different time. 500,000 people rallied in the streets across the United States in 

those early weeks of June, many supporting BLM’s cause.413 Therefore, when a 125-year-old, 

75-foot tall Confederate monument on state capitol grounds came down at the governor’s order, 

waiting on the Historical Commission did not seem to be an option. What seemed to matter to 

Governor Cooper was “what could have happened” rather than “what happened.” 414 

The agency Governor Cooper exercised, the contingent nature of the tumultuous events 

in Raleigh in June of 2020, and the weak nature of North Carolina’s Heritage Law allowed for 

not just three Confederate monuments in the state capital to come down; fifteen more 

monuments were removed or relocated in cities and counties across North Carolina in the months 

that followed.415 2020 was a critical moment in this respect. With regard to agency, “moments of 

social and political fluidity [highlight how] decisions of some actors are often more influential 

than those of others in steering institutional development.”416 In this particular case, the governor 

was especially influential in shaping the institution of Confederate monument protection in the 

context of a law that allowed for immense executive-branch authority. The moment also had an 

important element of contingency as Governor Cooper had to weigh public safety concerns. 
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Following the injury of law enforcement officers at the site of these monuments, Cooper said “if 

the legislature had repealed their 2015 law that puts up legal roadblocks to removal, we could 

have avoided the dangerous incidents of last night.”417 More violence and more injury is the 

contingency Cooper faced as he made the executive decision to remove the statues in the interest 

of public safety. That is what “could have happened.”418 In the next case study, South Carolina’s 

Heritage Law is exercised. However, the result is much different than it was in this critical 

moment for North Carolina.  

South Carolina: The Orangeburg Courthouse Statue and Outlying Loopholes  

 In late June 2020, Orangeburg, South Carolina voted unanimously “to remove a 30-foot 

monument erected to honor the city’s fallen Confederate soldiers.”419 The decision by the city 

council came following local protests about the monument, largely ignited by the nationwide 

BLM protests. Due to the nature of South Carolina’s Heritage Act, Orangeburg’s resolution must 

go before the state legislature in order for the state law to be waived. This waiver would only be 

granted following a two-thirds vote of the entire General Assembly. Along with the vote on the 

courthouse statue, Orangeburg also voted “to rename John C. Calhoun Drive.”420 Calhoun was a 

former, pre-Civil War Vice President and U.S. Senator from South Carolina who “urged the 

South to shun both parties, remain united, and protect itself by manipulating the balance of 

power.”421 Despite memorials like road names having the same protections as monuments under 

South Carolina’s Heritage Law, the Calhoun case illuminated a significant loophole in the law.  
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 Another monument removal decision occurred in June of 2020 but had a different 

outcome than the Orangeburg case. On June 24th, “crowds gathered...in Charleston...as crews 

began...remov[ing] [a 115-foot tall] statue of former Vice President John C. Calhoun.”422 The 

city voted unanimously the day prior to remove the statue of Calhoun which was erected in 

1896.423 Why was this done so easily and without legal challenge based on the state’s strong 

Heritage Law which requires that overwhelming majority of the legislature? The answer lies in 

the language of the law. Unlike North Carolina which protects monuments “that commemorate 

an event, a person, or military service [connected to the state’s] history,”424 South Carolina 

restricts its monument protection to specific military campaigns and ethnic history.425 Although 

Calhoun has historically been associated with the Confederate cause based on his racist views, he 

“died in 1850, 11 years before the start of the Civil War.”426 This timing excludes memorials in 

his honor from Heritage Law protection. Another character of historical prominence dates back 

even further than Calhoun.  

 In Columbia, South Carolina, Mayor Steve Benjamin ordered a statue of Christopher 

Columbus “removed because of fears of vandalism.”427 Since Christopher Columbus, like 

Calhoun, could not technically be associated with the military campaigns or ethnic history of 

South Carolina cited in their Heritage Law, his memorial was excluded from protection. This 

was a second case in June of 2020 where South Carolina’s Heritage Law seemed to be skirted by 
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a technicality. However, even though BLM activists associate Calhoun and Columbus with a 

“history of racism and injustice”428 and these particular monument removals seemed 

synonymous with the rapid cadence of Confederate monument removal across the country, they 

should be excluded from measurement for the purposes of this research. 

 Heritage Laws in both North and South Carolina, although allowing for the protection of 

many historical monuments, were intended to specifically protect Confederate monuments. In 

the case of South Carolina, their 2000 Heritage Law was passed as “part of a legislative 

compromise that removed the Confederate battle flag from atop the state capitol building.”429 

The intent therefore was to balance the Confederate battle flag’s removal with widespread 

institutionalized protection of Confederate monuments across the state. North Carolina passed 

their Heritage Law in 2015, immediately following South Carolina’s final removal of the 

Confederate battle flag from state capitol grounds.430 In this case, the intent in North Carolina 

was a preemptive protective measure against attempted Confederate monument removal. The 

letter of both laws includes protection for other historical periods, but the intent seems clear 

based on the historical context of their passage and explains why cases like Calhoun and 

Columbus should be excluded from measurement in this research.  

V. Conclusion 

 At the onset of this research project, the hypothesis was that there is a negative 

relationship between the strength of Heritage Laws and the number of Confederate monuments 

that are removed or relocated. Additionally, (1) the role of agency and contingency and (2) the 

impact of weak institutions would be the guiding factors in explaining why monuments came 
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down in the presence of Heritage Laws that intend to preserve them. The North Carolina and 

South Carolina cases illuminated multiple institutional factors that supplemented explanation for 

the disparate number of monuments removed by the states in 2020, and especially in the wake of 

George Floyd’s murder which prompted a quick cadence for Confederate monument removal 

across the United States.  

 In North Carolina, as of October 15th, 2020, 18 monuments to the Confederacy had been 

removed or relocated.431 When taking into account the Raleigh case of June 2020, it became 

apparent that the agency exercised by Governor Cooper, the contingent nature of social unrest 

that he faced, and an institutional arrangement that allowed for unilateral executive action, all 

contributed to the rapid removal of three monuments in the state’s capital. Although North 

Carolina’s Heritage Law provides for an executive-appointed Historical Commission that 

reviews monument removal/relocation requests, the governor was able to invoke public safety 

concerns as a cause for action. Law enforcement officers had already been injured and it seemed 

that keeping the monuments up would only ignite further violence. The conclusion in this case is 

that Heritage Laws that allow for unilateral action should be characterized as weak because their 

protections can be so easily overridden. The contingent nature of social unrest in the context of a 

weak Heritage Law that allowed for this kind of unilateral action produced a greater number of 

Confederate monument removals in North Carolina. 

 In South Carolina, there were no Confederate monuments removed or relocated in 2020 

as of October 15th.432  When weighing this absence against the hypothesis, it seems that both 

agency and contingency as well as the impact of weak institutions were not contributing factors. 

In fact, the opposite seems to be true, especially when evaluating the institutional integrity of 
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432 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.”  
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their Heritage Law. Unlike North Carolina’s law which allows for unilateral action, South 

Carolina’s law requires a high bar of legislative approval. In order to meet two-thirds approval of 

both houses of South Carolina’s General Assembly, a municipality wanting to remove a 

Confederate monument must enlist the support of many legislative members. Based on the 

current disposition of the General Assembly, that would require the support of 84 out of 124 

House members433 and 31 out of 46 Senators.434 Enlisting this degree of support also bolsters the 

claim that agency exacted by a “powerful actor”435 is not as much of a factor when considering 

the necessity of multilateral action for Confederate monument removal in South Carolina. The 

conclusion in this case is that the character of South Carolina’s Heritage Law is strong due to this 

immense legislative obstacle. Therefore, strong Heritage Laws result in lower numbers of 

Confederate monuments beings removed. This conclusion is especially meaningful given the 

social unrest of 2020 related to the BLM movement, which South Carolina experienced 

alongside the rest of the country.436 Future research might consider whether social unrest 

compromises the integrity of institutions, specifically Heritage Laws. However, in the case of 

South Carolina, institutionalized Confederate monument protection was unimpeded by the social 

unrest of 2020 further excluding contingency as a contributing factor in this case. 

 Laying these findings against the backdrop of critical juncture theory produces some 

interesting insights. The nature of critical junctures, particularly when it comes to the issue of 

Confederate monument removal, seems to rely upon the agency exacted by powerful actors. 

These actors are sometimes able to justify their actions by explaining the contingent nature of a 

 
433 “South Carolina House of Representatives,” https://www.scstatehouse.gov/house.php. 
434 “South Carolina Senate,” https://www.scstatehouse.gov/senate.php. 
435 Capoccia, 3. 
436 One June 2020 BLM protest in Clemson, SC had “about 3,000” participants. Conor Hughes, “Clemson athletes 

lead on-campus protest of about 3,000 in a demonstration of unity,” Greenville News, June 13, 2020, 

https://www.greenvilleonline.com/story/news/2020/06/13/clemson-university-football-players-lead-demonstration-

change-building-names-confederate/3182532001/. 
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flashpoint (e.g., public safety concerns). Additionally, institutions that have not developed or 

have not been constructed in a way that constrains the power of singular actors do not have that 

“endur[ing]”437 quality necessary to produce stability. The genesis of institutional stability is 

crucial to understanding the health of the “organizations, rules, and policies”438 that shape 

political life. Therefore, an obligation of political development and institutional research is a 

treatment of critical junctures. They will provide a more robust diagnostic ability to researchers 

when institutions fail or seem to need repair due to the outcomes, or lack of outcomes, they are 

producing.   

 Deciding whether 2020 constituted a critical juncture for North Carolina—a state where 

18 Confederate monuments were removed in a matter of months—requires an appraisal of the 

conditions that allowed for such a rapid change. This research has shown that agency, 

contingency, and weak institutions—all building blocks of a critical juncture—in North Carolina 

produced an outcome that upended a “period of extreme stability.”439 In this case, the stability of 

North Carolina’s Confederate monument protection can be quantified. Nearly three-quarters of 

the Confederate monuments that were removed or relocated in North Carolina since 1868 came 

down in 2020.440 Characterizing Confederate monument protection in North Carolina in 2020 as 

“extreme[ly] stab[le]”441 does not seem like a fair characterization. What seems like a more apt 

characterization is a “short burst of rapid change—”442 a critical juncture. 

 

 

 
437 Hurwitz, 452. 
438 Capoccia, 1. 
439 Baumgartner and Jones, 1044-1045. 
440 “Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy.” 
441 Baumgartner and Jones, 1044-1045. 
442 Baumgartner and Jones, 1044-1045.  
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Conclusion 

 This project took on the qualities of BLM that make it a distinctive American civil rights 

movement. The second decade of America’s 21st-century certainly had BLM front and center as 

protests erupted across the country following instances of blacks dying at the hands of the police. 

However, social unrest particular to race relations and especially its intersection with policing is 

certainly not a novel American experience. What has made BLM different is the number of 

institutions it has cut across as the movement targets, what Reinhold Niebuhr called, their “root 

of evil.”443 BLM’s target is systemic racism. In Chapter I, N’dea Yancey-Bragg referred to 

systemic racism as “systems and structures that have procedures and processes that disadvantage 

African Americans.”444 Although critics of BLM’s efforts would claim that systemic racism does 

not mean anything,445 examples in these chapters have shown that systemic racism has a face and 

can be targeted in a specific, critical way. 

Over the course of this research, the ideology of BLM as well as two examples surveying 

matters of concern for the movement have been taken into account. Chapter I took on the thesis 

that the distinguishing aspect of BLM is that its ideology critiques liberalism’s color-blind ethic 

in a way that previous movements have not fully articulated. BLM’s liberal critique is 

illuminated in the literature of Critical Race Theory (CRT). This chapter goes on to open the 

literature of liberalism and CRT’s critique of liberalism. In addition to this debate between CRT 

and liberalism, the chapter considers what makes BLM different from the 1950s/60s American 

Civil Rights movement. The chapter concludes that the ideology of BLM is inextricably linked 

 
443 Reinhold Niebuhr, “The Effort to Derive Evil from Specific Historical Sources,” In The Nature and Destiny of 

Man – Volume I, Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996, 96. 
444 Yancey-Bragg, “What is Systemic Racism?” 
445 Charles Creitz, “Thomas Sowell says concept of systemic racism ‘has no meaning,’ warns US could reach ‘point 

of no return.’”  
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to CRT’s critique of liberalism. The American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s 

sought a revival of America’s founding principles through non-violent social action in order to 

leverage the white majority into a realm of empathy toward black subjugation. On the other 

hand, BLM seeks to account for the institutional and systemic racism that has survived the 

supposed legal victories for black individuals as a result of the American Civil Rights movement. 

CRT claims that this should be conceptualized as a critique of the liberalism that sparked 

America’s founding: the promise of natural freedom and equality, the desire for individual 

recognition, and the belief in a reason that could be universally shared. These ideals are not 

enjoyed by all and BLM spotlights that disparity. The assumption of the American Civil Rights 

movement—that black oppression could be removed through sympathy and proper reason—is 

not assumed by BLM. Rather, BLM wants to take on the promises of liberalism in a much more 

fundamental way by redefining its promise. 

The second chapter presented the thesis that police lethal use of force procedures are 

regularly found to be confusing as both institutional actors and the general public process police 

bodycam footage release. Institutional instability–that being confusing procedures that lack 

standard application when it specifically comes to police use of force procedures–generates 

consensus among the public that something needs to be done. Public consensus–that is, 

agreement outside the bounds of institutions, typically involving protests–has seemed to produce 

institutional consensus, in particular the decision to promptly release bodycam footage from a 

fatal encounter. Generally, the thesis of this chapter was that instances of confusing use of force 

procedures within the policing institution increase public consensus. The chapter took a look at 

literature on police use of force, instability, and consensus. Through studies of three cases of 

police lethal use of force in Utah, the local BLM protests that followed, and the timeline 
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regarding release of bodycam footage, the chapter concluded that there is meaningful interplay 

between institutional process breakdown, the social movements that follow, and the institutional 

consensus that comes about in the shadow of public concern. In all three of these cases, there 

was confusion among both the public and the district attorney regarding why less-than-lethal 

measures like TASERs were deployed simultaneously with lethal force. This tendency for lethal 

and less-than-lethal methods to be used simultaneously represents an institutional process 

breakdown. Although some of the training recommendations presented by the district attorney in 

these cases have been implemented by police departments, the changes regarding matters of law 

have received less attention. It is clear from the state chokehold ban, passed in Utah in June of 

2020, that a great degree of public consensus is needed to move the needle on levels of state-

wide institutional consensus. However, public consensus, even on a small scale, matters in terms 

of producing institutional change. Specifically, the presence of protests following a confusing 

instance of lethal police use of force had a positive impact on the timely release of bodycam 

footage. This same public consensus, however, did not account for much change when it came to 

more impactful institutional consensus, such as officers being criminally charged, or police 

reform measures being passed at the state-level. For this kind of institutional change to trigger, 

levels of public consensus must be immense as is evident in the protests following George 

Floyd’s murder (i.e., the state chokehold ban did not happen until after Floyd’s murder) and the 

subsequent police reform measures that occurred at state and local levels. 

Finally, the third chapter provided the thesis that Heritage Law strength—that is, the 

structure of laws institutionalizing the protection of historical monuments in law—was a 

significant determinant for the cadence of Confederate monument removal. The chapter utilized 

Confederate monument history and critical juncture theory literature to set the stage for a 
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discussion of two cases study states: North Carolina (NC) and South Carolina (SC), their 

institutional arrangements regarding Heritage Laws, and their experience with 

removal/relocation following George Floyd’s murder. Generally speaking, NC has an executive-

driven Heritage Law while SC has a legislative-driven one. The paper established a weak versus 

strong Heritage Law dichotomy wherein executive-driven Heritage Laws were characterized as 

weak and legislative-driven Heritage Laws were characterized as strong. The chapter concluded 

with some stark outcomes between the two case study states. In NC, as of October 15th, 2020 18 

monuments to the Confederacy had been removed or relocated.446 The conclusion in the NC case 

was that the contingent nature of social unrest in the context of a weak Heritage Law allowed for 

unilateral action by the governor and produced a greater number of Confederate monument 

removals. In the SC case, there were no Confederate monuments removed or relocated in 2020 

as of October 15, 2020.447 When weighing this absence against the hypothesis, it seems that both 

agency and contingency as well as the impact of weak institutions were not contributing factors. 

In fact, the opposite seemed to be true, especially when evaluating the institutional integrity of 

their Heritage Law. Unlike NC’s law which allows for unilateral action, SC’s law requires a high 

bar of legislative approval. The conclusion in this case was that the character of SC’s Heritage 

Law is strong due to this immense legislative obstacle. Therefore, strong Heritage Laws result in 

lower numbers of Confederate monuments beings removed. Laying these findings against the 

backdrop of critical juncture theory produced some interesting insights. The nature of critical 

junctures, particularly when it came to the issue of Confederate monument removal, seemed to 

rely upon the agency exacted by powerful actors. These actors were sometimes able to justify 

their actions by explaining the contingent nature of a flashpoint (e.g., public safety concerns). 

 
446 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.” 
447 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.” 
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Deciding whether 2020 constituted a critical juncture for NC—a state where 18 Confederate 

monuments were removed in a matter of months—required a look at the conditions that allowed 

for such a rapid change.448 Agency, contingency, and weak institutions are all building blocks of 

critical junctures. In this case, the stability of NC’s Confederate monument protection could be 

quantified. Nearly three-quarters of the Confederate monuments that were removed or relocated 

in NC since 1868 came down in 2020.449 Due to this outcome, it seemed fair to characterize 

NC’s experience in 2020 with Confederate monument removal as a critical juncture. 

 The important takeaways from this research are threefold. First, as evident in Chapter I, 

BLM is a novel kind of civil rights movement in American history. Second, the ideology of 

BLM rests upon the premises of critical theory and, more specifically, CRT. Third, BLM’s 

tactics exemplify an effort to redefine rather than revive America’s history and founding. With 

regard to each chapter, it may be helpful to specify promising avenues for future researchers on 

this particular topic. In Chapter I, future research would benefit from a closer investigation of the 

debate over CRT in the classroom. In addition, legal battles over free speech would help bolster 

the thesis that BLM, and its CRT ideology, is directly attacking the assumptions of liberalism 

regarding universal reason. In Chapter II, researchers interested in the topic would benefit from 

additional case studies of lethal police use of force incidents involving blacks where lethal and 

non-lethal measures are deployed simultaneously. Furthermore, since the release of bodycam 

footage is dependent upon the political actors holding local office, case studies that investigate 

states other than Utah would be helpful. Researchers with a more quantitative approach may find 

the relationship between state-wide institutional reform (e.g., chokehold and neck restraint bans) 

and the presence of large protests, in the jurisdictions in which they occurred, interesting. 

 
448 “SPLC Whose Heritage? Reports over 100 Confederate Symbols Removed Since George Floyd’s Murder.”  
449 “Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy.” 
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Finally, in Chapter III, future research would do well to take a deeper look at historical 

monuments other than those memorializing figures of the Confederacy. So much of what 

distinguishes BLM, with regard to monument removal, is that its critique is not specific to the 

American Civil War era. In fact, it targets both American founders and famous figures of 

European colonialism such as Christopher Columbus. As a whole, this research endeavor has 

been fruitful in its attempt to learn more about this decade-long American social movement 

which became so prominent in those tumultuous months following George Floyd’s murder in the 

summer of 2020. BLM is unique in that it seeks to gain ground and fill in gaps left by the 

American Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s. It does not seek to revive the words of 

the America’s Declaration of Independence—that “all men are created equal.”450 Rather, it calls 

into question that claim in the practice of American liberalism. In efforts such as protests seeking 

police accountability and the push to remove monuments venerating the Confederacy and 

European colonialism, BLM seeks to redefine and reimagine the institutions that have 

systemically disadvantaged and disenfranchised blacks in America.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
450 United States, John Dunlap, Peter Force, David Ridgely, and Printed Ephemera Collection, In Congress, July 4, a 

declaration by the representatives of the United States of America, in General Congress assembled. In  

Congress, July 4, a declaration by the representatives of the United States of America, in General Congress 

assembled. 
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